LAST MINUTE WORD - OCTOBER 25, 1994

OUR CONTINUING INTEREST: "DOES 'SPEWN OUT!' mean "GOING THROUGH-!!! ???" Will the "SOOTH-SAYERS!" - ADVENTIST "OCULTISTS!" - "PEACE AND SAFETY PROPHETS!" - will they WIN OUT - or are we facing EW 60-??? "...the HAND of the LORD was in their MIDST to DIVIDE and SCATTER them now - "IN THE GATHERING TIME!" EW 69. (And 20 more references! He will even "CHOOSE!" their "DELUSIONS!") EVERY PAPER OUT - EVERY TIME WE DEAL WITH A SUBJECT - we have a bit MORE LIGHT-!!! Sometimes it is STAGGERING-!!! If we look at it from the RIGHT ANGLE. And that is NOT! (And never will be!) the POPULAR MOVEMENT!

GET THIS STRAIGHT FIRST-!!! AT OUR MEETINGS IN

FAR EASTERN CANADA - FRED ALLABACH LED THE ADVENTIST MINISTERS THAT WERE THERE: "THIS IS NO WAY TO WIN SOULS! NO WAY TO MAKE A POPULAR MOVEMENT!"

THAT IS WHERE "TRADITION!" TOOK OVER - !!!

RIGHT THERE-!!! If YOU are going to TEACH ONLY WHAT WILL BE POPULAR - !!! NO WONDER THAT ENTIRE GANG - (EVERY ONE!) that went across AMERICA - "WE ARE GODS!" Their "DELUSIONS!" "CHOOED-!!!" (TO THIS DAY!)

MY YOUNGER BROTHER - DR. GUSTAVE VAN HOEHN, M.D.

CAME HERE WITH "STEPS TO CHRIST!" - p.62 (67): "...you are ACCOUNTED "RIGHTEOUS!" CHRIST'S CHARACTER stands in place of YOUR CHARACTER!" SC 62 (67). ISN'T THAT DELIGHTFUL - PLEASING - POPULAR - ??? If that's what you want - DON'T READ THIS PAPER - !!!

KEEP ON DREAMING - !!!

(WE WANTED A PICTURE OF "JERUSALEM!" BURNING! But the LIBRARIAN found one of the "SHEEP!" - the "FIGHTING!" (REALISTIC!) EW 69.)
THE GANG OF 40

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPTEMBER 16, 1994

JOHN J. GROSBOLL of "HISTORIC ADVENTIST LANDMARKS" - JULY 1994 prints an "EDITORIAL" - "VISION" by ELLEN G. WHITE from the "REVIEW & HERALD" - OCTOBER 16, 1883. Since just about NO ONE will see through this DELIBERATE SUBTERFUGE - carried out by ADVENTIST LEADERS 10,000 TIMES! It is HIGH TIME we replied to it.

THIS A CRIMINAL ACT!

No matter if we HAVE replied to it 100 TIMES - it does not sink in to that PHARISEE CONSCIENCE FIRST OFF - how did he set this up-???: He quotes something - purporting to be a "VISION" by ELLEN G. WHITE. SECOND - it is only TWO LINES from Oct. 16, 1883. THEN THE REST OF THAT WHOLE PAGE is from R&H SEPTEMBER 20, 1906. When I first started CATCHING UP to ADVENTIST SYSTERS who tried to make ELLEN WHITE SAY - what she NEVER MEANT-!!! WAS BY WILLIE WHITE AND COMPANY who did EXACTLY THE SAME THING-!!!

SR. WHITE SAID...

And since it was the HONORABLE(?) WILLIE BEGUILE WHITE - Who was ALWAYS out to WIN THE FAVOR of the leadership - he would quote from here, there and everywhere - like as though SR. WHITE was SPEAKING ON THE SAME SUBJECT-!!! PAYING NO ATTENTION TO:


SUPPOSING there is a GANG-UP by the LEADERSHIP against a certain ONE - who is NOT TO BLAME for what they ACCUSE and DENOUNCE and CONDEMN him for. It is a CONFEDERACY, and the LORD SHOWED HER it was a GANG-UP CONFEDERACY
and they should **QUIT** their **CRITICIZING** and **GANG-UP BLISTERING THIS BROTHER (OR SISTER)**. And they take **HER WORDS** at the **TIME** and **PLACE** and apply it to **ANOTHER PERSON** and in **DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES** - that would be

**DOUBLY CRIMINAL!**

THEN - if they **PICKED OUT** only a **PORTION** of the **REFERENCE** and **DID NOT** quote the **PART** that might **QUALIFY** it by her saying **"IF!"** as she did **HUNDREDS OF TIMES** and they would either **SKIP** that and give us their famous ...'s.

**AND THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT THIS GOOD ADVENTIST DID HERE!!!**

**LOOK IT UP FOR YOURSELF!!!** RH 5:275-6. 25 LINES LEFT OUT!!! **WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT??** Just the most important thing in the World! When do we **TAKE AFTER** some one that **TEACHES FALSE DOCTRINE??** Or do we sit back - **KNOW** he is an **AGENT OF THE DEVIL** - but say and do - **NOTHING!** Let souls be **LOST** for all he cares.

**OR IS THIS NOT DOCTRINE BUT A WEAK**

**BROTHER OR SISTER** is said to have committed some **INDISCRETION (PERSONAL SIN)** and if others knew it or did not know it - it would make **NO DIFFERENCE** to the general body of **BELIEVERS**. **Would you place THAT in the SAME CATEGORY as FALSE LYING DOCTRINE** blazoned forth in the **CHURCH LITERATURE** - and you are to **KEEP QUIET ABOUT THAT??**

"**NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST** - to the **PERVERSION** of **TRUTH! UNMASK** the **PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES...!!!** " SM 1:196. CH 289. **(And 100 MORE-!!!)** ARE YOU (BIG HERO) going to **KEEP QUITE** - and **ADD** to that the **SIN** of **PAYING THEIR WAGES to continue their SKULDUGGERY!** And then **WASH** your **LILLIE-WHITE HANDS** and **PRETEND** you did **NO HARM** and you expect God to **REWARD** you for a **WORK** - **"WELL DONE-!!!"** **(YOU HAVE A LONG WAIT COMING-!!!)**

**IN OVER 50 YEARS:**

I have seen easily **500 TIMES-!!!** They will **BOX** themselves in: **"SR. WHITE SEZS...!!!"**

**WHAT DOES SHE SEZS...??**

**SHE SEZS** - not to **"FIND FAULT! CRITICIZE! ESPECIALLY THE LEADERSHIP-!!!**  - 3 -
(JUST LIKE GROSBOLL DOES HERE-!!!) And then TURN A-ROUND and CONDEMN - FIND FAULT - ACCUSE - do EVERY-THING they just said - NOT TO DO!!! I have MARVELLED at the FLEXIBILITY of the LAODICEAN MIND-!!! FROM LED THE PACK - HE TRAINED THE SDA MINISTRY to do JUST WHAT GROSBOLL DOES HERE-!!!

TELL US ON p.2 of "LANDMARKS!"

NOT TO DO IT - and then in the FOLLOWING PAGES - give a WITHERING BLAST by "RALPH LARSON" against "ROY ADAMS" of the REVIEW a WITHERING BLAST such as I hope to NEVER AGAIN see in my LIFE-!!! Not that ROY ADAMS did not have it COMING - he had it COMING ALRIGHT!!! It is TIME SOME ONE took that SKYSTER DOWN A NOTCH OR TWO-!!!

BUT NOT BY GROSBOLL FENCING HIMSELF IN -

DO NOT DO IT 12-!!! Then GIVE SWEETLY p.12-!!! (To get a COPY of this JULY 1994 "LANDMARKS" - "STEPS TO LIFE" - POB 782828, WITCHITA, KS 67278.)

"CONSISTENCY - THOU ART A JEWEL-!!!"

BY WAY OF PASSING - GROSBOLL QUOTES: "SAY NOTHING to WOUND or GRIEVE, EXCEPT in NECESSARY REPROOF OF SIN." R&H October 16, 1883. ADVENTISM - when they lay down the LAW BORDS - pay little or NO ATTENTION to EXCEPT-INE in NECESSARY REPROOF OF SIN.

THEIR REPROOF IS NECESSARY OURS IS NOT!! AND SO THEY PLAY THEIR GAME-!!!

WE WILL WAIT FOR "HEAVEN'S VERDICT!"

---------

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPTEMBER 17, 1994

The next "HISTORIC ADVENTIST LANDMARKS" - AUGUST 1994 - "HECTOR PEREZ" p.8 "THOUGHT OR NOT TO THINK?" Is an ADVENTIST incapable of THINKING FOR HIMSELF-??? Does he HAVE to go by THREAD-BARE LAODICEAN TRADITION-??? The SAME as the WORLD TEACHES-???

- 4 -
"JUDGE NOT, THAT YE BE NOT JUDGED!" MATT. 7:1. JOHN J. GROSBOLL asks an ADVENTIST PREACHER who has "THE LIVING WATERS SDA CHURCH" in "MT. DORA, FLORIDA" - to reply. Give us "LAODICEAN TRADITION" and dare to call it "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" WM. (BILL) WOODWARD has come up with a new one - he calls it "HYSTERIC ADVENTISM!"

"HYSTERIC ADVENTISM" BY SDA HECTOR PEREZ -

takes us ROUND and ROUND in CIRCLES - instead of a DIRECT REPLY! Can this be given a DIRECT REPLY - is it not in DOUBT-???. I once talked to a DENTIST'S NURSE who belonged to some kind of "MENNONITE" GROUP that did not want to "JUDGE!" So they did not want to hear any other RELIGION but their OWN. That way, they figured - they would not be to BLAME for what they did not KNOW - hence they wanted to know NOTHING of any other BELIEF. I doubt if I have ever seen anyone as FURIOUS as she was when she said "I DO NOT JUDGE!!"

UP and DOWN - SIDEWAYS and ACROSS - RIGHT-INTO-HELL! She would stoke the COALS HOTTER - if she could! NO ONE CAN LIVE A DAY - without JUDGING!" Only a MORON - does not JUDGE! Does GOD want "MORONS!" IN HEAVEN-???. A GOOD CANDIDATE for the ADVENTIST CHURCH - the "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE OF GOD!" An IDIOT - an IMBECILE-!! Go around with an EMPTY GRIN on his FACE - NOTHING DISTURBS HIM-!!! A FUGITIVE from the INSANE ASYLUM-!!!

"DO YE NOT KNOW THAT THE SAINTS WILL JUDGE THE WORLD-???

I SPEAK TO YOUR SHAME...the followers of the MEEK and LOWLY JESUS will suffer himself to be "DEFRAUDED" rather than open before the WORLD the SINS of his BRETHREN." AA 304-6.

"HE THAT IS SPIRITUAL JUDGETH ALL THINGS -
yet he himself is JUDGED OF NO MAN!" 1 COR. 2:15.

"If NATHANAEEL had TRUSTED to the RABBIS (CHURCH LEADERS) FOR GUIDANCE, he would NEVER have found JESUS. It was by SEEING and JUDGING for HIMSELF..." DA 140-1.
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"Judging and reproving are two different things.
GOD HAS LAID UPON HIS SERVANTS THE WORK OF RE-
PROVING IN LOVE THOSE WHO ERR; but He has FORBIDDEN
and DENOUNCED the "THOUGHTLESS JUDGING!" SO COMMON
among professed believers. ACTIONS speak LOUDER than
WORDS..."TAKE HEED UNTO THYSELF, AND UNTO THE DO-
CTRINE; continue in them: for in doing this thou shalt both SAVE
THYSELF, and THEM that HEAR THEE!" RH 4:347. Oct. 29,
1901. (MY NOTES: This was not PRINTED ANYWHERE!!!) "I
speak as to WISE MEN: JUDGE ye what I say!" 1 COR. 10:15.
"Thou hast RIGHTLY JUDGED!" LUKE 7:43.

ANN HAS JUST GIVEN ME THE LATEST:
"ANDREWS UNIVERSITY STUDIES!" where you can sit in and
SEE what they are TEACHING the up and coming MINISTRY and
like so many other SEMINARY STUDIES - "NO SPIRIT OF PRO-
PHECY!" NOT WANTED!

"THE VERY LAST DECEPTION of Satan will be to make of
NONE EFFECT the TESTIMONY of the Spirit of God. "WHERE
THERE IS NO VISION, the people PERISH (Prov. 29:18)...THERE
WILL BE A HATED KINDLED against the TESTIMONIES which is

DOES THIS GIVE YOU THE TIME IN WHICH WE ARE LIVING - ???
IF SO - WHAT COMES NEXT-??? WHAT ARE "THE EVENTS IN
THEIR ORDER?" DOES JOHN J. GROSBOUL KNOW-??? DO WE
HAVE THE RIGHT TO "JUDGE-???" The ADVENTIST MINISTRY
- to get us to "JOIN!" their "CHURCH!" tell us of the "ABOMI-
NATIONS!" of the OTHER CHURCHES so we have a REASON to
JOIN THEIRS - then, when they have us INSIDE - they turn a
SWITCH - and we are given NO RIGHT TO "JUDGE" ALL OF A
SUDDEN - we are to become "CATHOLICS!" And have a
SUPERIOR - a GURU - a HOLY MONK (OR NUN!) to tell us
WHAT WE ARE TO BELIEVE !!!

BUT WHAT IF WE "JUDGE" ARIGHT - AND FIND:
At a certain TIME - in a certain PLACE - under certain CIR-
CUMSTANCES - THIS CHURCH - THIS PEOPLE - THIS ORGANI-
ZATION - is going to go into "THE OMEGA (AS FAR AS THEY
CAN GO!) "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" And the Lord spells out -
EXACTLY their "DUMB DOG DOCTRINES!" T5:211. GC 471-3.
(And 20 MORE!)
ALONG WITH THAT - THERE IS THE PROMISE

THAT A BRAND NEW "MOVEMENT!" is to "COME!" GC 464 (296.) AND THE WARNING WORDS that SATAN will seek to "PREVENT" it by "INTRODUCING A COUNTERFEIT" GC 464 (296). And this "COUNTERFEIT" not "ONE" MOVEMENT - but "MULTIPLE "MOVEMENTS!" And no litte-bitte "MOVEMENTS!"

But look for "MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS OF THE FUTURE!"

"MULTITUDES WILL EXALT-!!!" GC 464 (296).

AND WHAT ABOUT THE TRUE "MOVEMENT-???" "AT THE OUTFIT ITS ADVOCATES ARE "FEW" BY THE GREAT MEN OF THE WORLD AND BY A WORLD CONFORMING "CHURCH!" they are "OPPOSED" and "DESPISED!" COL 78.

WHO WILL JOIN THIS BRAND NEW "MOVEMENT!"

THAT IS TO "COME!" - ???. "THOSE WHO HAVE NOT BEEN LIVING IN "CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP!" T8:251. "THIS MUST BEGIN WITH "INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENTS!" T6:470. "UNDER SOME "NAME!" WHEREBY THEY MAY BE "ORGANIZED!" T6:267. "IF "ADVENTISTS!" WILL COME TO HEAR, let them COME!" T2:711. (If they do not just come to DISRUPT the meetings!"

BE AN "OFFSHOOT!" WORK FOR LAODICEANS-???

WHEN WILL THE "GROSBOULLS WAKE UP-???" "But when you appear TWICE DEAD, and ready to be PLUCKED UP BY THE ROOTS, we dare not undertake the Work. We would rather go to an UNBELIEVING CONGREGATION where there are HEARTS to RECEIVE the TRUTH...the ANGELS of God may come into your midst to minister unto you, and that you may be FITTED for TRANSLATION TO HEAVEN!" T2:376. "BRETHREN, if you CONTINUE to be as IDLE, as WORLDLY, as SELFISH as you have been, GOD WILL SURELY PASS YOU BY; and take those who are less SELF-CARING, less ambitious for WORLDLY HONOR, and who will NOT HESITATE to go, as did their MASTER, WITH OUT THE CAMP, bearing the reproach!..."YOU MUST LABOR IN THIS CHANNEL OR NOT WORK AT ALL!" HANDS OFF BRETHREN...This is no time for PHARISISM TO CONTEST! Let God work through whom He will. THE MESSAGE MUST GO...INDIVIDUALLY TAKE HOLD OF THIS WORK...IN A TERRIBLE CRISIS!" (READ ON!) T5:461-2.

OH YOU DON'T HALF KNOW WHAT THE SOP TEACHES - DO YOU-???
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AND MOST OF YOU WILL NOT WANT TO KNOW—!!! They will not want to "JUDGE". NOT REALIZING if they STAY with the APOSTATES – THEY HAVE JUDGED!!! JUDGED THEMSELVES UNFIT FOR HEAVEN!!! BECAUSE NOWHERE IN THE BIBLE OR THE TESTIMONIES DOES IT TELL YOU THERE WILL BE A "REFORMATION FROM WITHIN!" YOU DID NOT KNOW THIS WAS WRITTEN - DID YOU—???

"THE ENEMY OF SOULS has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION (ONLY A "SUPPOSITION—!!!") A SUPPOSITION that "A GREAT REFORMATION! was to take place among "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS..." SM 1:204. B2:54, (1904). (AMONG THOSE CASE-HARDENED DRUGGERS-??? NEVER—!!!) THEN READ ON AND SEE how they will write "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" "OUR RELIGION WOULD BE CHANGED!" "A NEW ORGANIZATION WOULD BE ESTABLISHED!" SM 1:204. (And you know we are NOT to "JOIN" a "NEW ORGANIZATION! ARE WE—??? SM 2:390. "Are we hoping to see the WHOLE CHURCH REVIVED—??? THAT TIME WILL NEVER COME!"..."We have FAR MORE to FEAR from WITHIN - than from WITHOUT! The HINDRANCE to STRENGTH and SUCCESS are FAR GREATER from THE CHURCH ITSELF - than from the WORLD!" SM 1:122. (When will "THE GANG OF 40!" "ONLY BELIEVE" THIS—!!!)

OR WILL THEY CONTINUE TO LEAD THEM ON TO DEATH—???

Because they lack "JUDGMENT" and want to bear - NO CROSS—!!! NO SHAME—!!! NO GODLY SEPARATION—!!! THEY HATE WITH "UNCONDITIONAL HATRED!" THE "MIDNIGHT CRY!"

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

***

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPTEMBER 18, 1994

I AM GOING TO SET FORTH WHAT HAS NEVER BEEN SET FORTH BEFORE. WE SET IT FORTH BEFORE - but not just like this. Even the DUMBEST of the DUMB - will have to agree this is RIGHT—!!! NOT that they will agree PUBLICLY - not that they will ADVOCATE it - that would be TOO MUCH to ask. FEW WILL AGREE. (IN PUBLIC.) They will SEAR THEIR CONSCIENCE by DENYING IT.

LET'S GET THE SETTING:

(1) CHRIST WAS FACING THE PHARISEES - HIS ENEMIES.

(2) THE PHARISEES WERE FACING CHRIST.
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ONE OPPOSED TO THE OTHER.
THE DISCIPLES WERE BEHIND CHRIST. DO YOU GET IT?
He was NOT speaking to ANYONE ELSE but the STUB-BORN BULL-HEADED PHARISEES.
THIS WAS NOT – as most people take it – what in the ARMY is called:
A CANNON "GRAPE-SHOT!" NO. NOT EVEN "MACHINE-GUN" FIRE!
IT IS A "SNIPER-BULLET" AIMED TO HIT – ONE MAN! YOU, PHARISEE-!!!
YOUR MIND IS SO FUDDLED – MIXED UP – "JUDGE NOT!!"
IT IS "THE GOLDEN RULE" "AS YE DO UNTO OTHERS – SO SHALL IT BE DONE TO YOU AGAIN!"
"GOOD FOR GOOD – EVIL FOR EVIL!" "FULL MEASURE – PRESSED DOWN – AND RUNNING OVER!"
"JUDGE NOT!! BECAUSE YOU DO NOT KNOW – WHAT YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT!"
THE ONES YOU THINK WILL BE SAVED! WILL BE LOST!
THE ONES YOU THINK WILL BE LOST! WILL BE SAVED!
(NO WONDER THEY WANTED TO KILL HIM-!!!)
REPEAT-!!! THIS WAS NOT AN ALL-INCLUSIVE "GRAPE-SHOT" TO MOW EVERYBODY DOWN!
AS THE CORRUPT CHURCHES AND THE ADVENTISTS APPLY IT-!!!
HE WAS NOT – TALKING TO HIS DISCIPLES-!!! TO THEM
HE SAID:
"HE THAT IS SPIRITUAL JUDGETH ALL THINGS!" 1 COR. 2:15.
I BELIEVE, there is really – NOTHING MORE TO SAY – IS THERE-???

WILL YOU REMEMBER THIS – ??? AND NOT KEEP
SHOOTING OFF YOUR MOUTH – AT "REFORMERS!"
"REFORMERS!" ARE NOT TO "FIND FAULT!" WITH YOUR UNIVERSITY. JUST GO ALONG WITH ANYTHING HE COOKS UP – ON HIS "BACK-BURNER!" BY THAT "TECHNIQUE!" HE HAS CONDEMNED – MILLIONS-!!! NO WONDER THE "JUDGMENTS OF GOD!" WILL REVERSE "THE JUDGMENTS OF MEN!"

"THE MULTITUDES ARE FILLED WITH FURY!
"WE ARE LOST!" THEY CRY, "AND YOU ARE THE CAUSE OF OUR RUIN!" AS THEY TURN UPON THE FALSE SHEPHERDS!" GC 656.
THE FALSE LAODICEAN SHEPHERDS TOLD THEM OF "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" (THE PHARISEE!) (THE OPPOSITE OF "REPENT!") NO NEED TO BUILD A "CHARACTER!" - IF YOU HAVE IT MADE-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPT. 19, 1994

THE STANDISH CONSORTIUM - "THE GANG OF 40!" - have only ONE THOUGHT in mind. How to see the "ADVENTIST CHURCH!" - THRU-!!! Come HELL or HIGH-WATER-!!! DID YOU NOTICE ONE THING-???: They want to RE-VAMP the ADVENTIST CHURCH by FINDING and TRAINING A NEW GROUP of "HONEST!" MINISTERS! Oh! How FOOL-PROOF - HOW LOVELY!

DOES NONE OF THE "GANG OF 40!" SEE:

That is a "MISSION IMPOSSIBLE!" In the OLD-FASHIONED SCHOOL he would be stood in the corner with a DUNCE-CAP on his HEAD-!!! A-B-C.
A - He is GOING TO FIND his "HONEST" MINISTERS IN-THE-ADVENTIST-CHURCH!
B - If they were HONEST - they would have been "OUT!" - LONG AGO-!!! A HOPELESS QUEST-!!!
C - He might find some OUTSIDE the CHURCH - but that would NEVER enter the MIND of the PHARISEE!
D - He (and JOHN OSBORNE!) are going to "TRAIN THEM-!!!" (With the confused JUNK THEY BELIEVE-???)
E - HOW MUCH TIME DO THEY THINK THERE IS - to SUPERVISE
A "KINDERGARTEN CLASS??"
F - TRAIN THEM TO THINK DIFFERENT THAN THEY ALREADY
THINK??? You THINK that is POSSIBLE???
G - YOUR WHOLE PROGRAMME IS BASED ON THAT??? NO
WONDER WE HAVE EW 69 - READ IT-!!
H - "THE GANG OF 40!" gives NOT-THE-SLIGHTEST REGARD
OR RESPECT OR JUSTIFICATION for "OFFSHOOTS!!
I - IT IS THE PROUD PHARISEE that thus looks into the
FUTURE-!!! IT IS HIS-!!!
J - WHAT A WALLOPING LET-DOWN he is in for when he finds
a "PROCESSION!!" of COL 406.
K - A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!!" GC 464 (296). THE LORD
MEANS US TO "BELIEVE!!" DO YOU "BELIEVE???"
L - BELIEVE that all you have now is a "COUNTERFEIT!! You
are asking us to accept your "COUNTERFEIT-??!!
M - IS THAT WHY YOUR "GANG OF 40!" is now in SHAMBLES?
AS EW 69 PREDICTED-!!!
N - HOW LONG WILL YOU BEAT THIS "DEAD HORSE-??!!"

"TWICE DEAD - !!!"
"...those who handle SACRED RESPONSIBILITIES ARE
MINISTERS OF DARKNESS, BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND.
"CLOUDS THEY ARE WITHOUT WATER, CARRIED ABOUT OF
WINDS; TREES WhOSE FRUIT WITHERETH, WITHOUT FRUIT,
TWICE DEAD: PLUCKED UP BY THE ROOTS!"
TM 81,155,451,416,204. T6:426. COR 36.

O - You NEVER find such REFERENCES - do you-??? OF
COURSE NOT-!!! "IMAGE!!"
P - But the TROUBLE IS - they are TRUE-!!! And every day makes them MORE TRUE-!!!
Q - THAT "TWICE DEAD!" REFERENCE - you think, perhaps - that things are BETTER NOW-???
R - WEE WILLIE WHITE - with ROSEY GLASSES ON - ever trying to win the FAVOR of the LEADERSHIP - TRIED TO TELL HER THAT THINGS WERE BETTER NOW - (he said it himself!)
SHE WAS ABOUT TO WRITE IT "...when my hand was ARRESTED...WRITE IT NOT! NO CHANGE FOR THE BETTER has taken place!" T8:231. (1903.) MAGEN 310. "GOING TO B.C." 72. (IF no change for the BETTER has taken place since 1888 - PERHAPS changes for the WORSE! have taken place-!!!)
T - STANDISH and "THE GANG OF 40!" are going to bring about a CHANGE-???

ONE THING IS CERTAIN - !!!

"ONE THING IS CERTAIN IS SOON TO BE REALIZED, - THE GREAT APOSTASY, which is DEVELOPING and INCREASING AND WAXING STRONGER, and will continue-to-do-so-until THE LORD SHALL DESCEND FROM HEAVEN WITH A SHOUT-!!!"
(EVERYTHING PUT INTO "SELECTED MESSAGES"-???
NOT THIS-!!!) B7:56.

V - "THE GANG OF 40" - are YOU SAYING "PEACE AND SAFETY!" - are you leading MILLIONS of ADVENTISTS to their certain "DEATH!" - ???: YOU HAVE NO SHAME-???: NO CONCERN-???:
W - YOU HAVE THE NERVE - to end up - calling us "NAMES?" BECAUSE WE BELIEVE what you prefer to DISMISS as BENEATH your HOLY DIGNITY! SO DETERMINED were the JEWS - that if GOD did not give them the VICTORY - they would rather become "ATHEISTS!? (Or "MASSADA!")

A A A A A
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of the church because its members are doing after the manner of the world.

The earnest prayers of this faithful few will not be in vain. When the Lord comes forth as an avenger, He will also come as a protector of all those who have preserved the faith in its purity and kept themselves unspotted from the world. It is at this time that God has promised to avenge His own elect which cry day and night unto Him, though He bear long with them.

The command is: "Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of Jerusalem, and set a mark upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry for all the abominations that be done in the midst thereof." These sighing, crying ones had been holding forth the words of life; they had reproved, counseled, and entreated. Some who had been dishonoring God repented and humbled their hearts before Him. But the glory of the Lord had departed from Israel; although many still continued the forms of religion, His power and presence were lacking.

In the time when His wrath shall go forth in judgments, these humble, devoted followers of Christ will be distinguished from the rest of the world by their soul anguish, which is expressed in lamentation and weeping, reproofs and warnings. While others try to throw a cloak over the existing evil, and excuse the great wickedness everywhere prevalent, those who have a zeal for God's honor and a love for souls will not hold their peace to obtain favor of any. Their righteous souls are vexed day by day with the unholy works and conversation of the unrighteous. They are powerless to stop the rushing torrent of iniquity, and hence they are filled with grief and alarm. They mourn before God to see religion despised in the very homes of those who have had great light. They lament and afflict their souls because pride, avarice, selfishness, and deception of almost every kind are in the church. The Spirit
of God, which prompts to reproach and is trampled underfoot while the servants of Satan triumph. God is dishonored, the truth made of none effect.

The class who do not feel grieved over their own spiritual declension, nor mourn over the sins of others, will be left without the seal of God. The Lord comissions His messengers, the men with slaughtering weapons in their hands: "Go ye after him through the city, and smite: let not your eye spare, neither have ye pity: slay utterly old and young, both maidens, and little children, and women, but come not near any man upon whom is the mark; and begin at My sanctuary. Then they began at the ancient men which were before the house."

Here we see that the church—the Lord's sanctuary—was the first to feel the stroke of the wrath of God. The ancient men, those to whom God had given great light and who had stood as guardians of the spiritual interests of the people, had betrayed their trust. They had taken the position that we need not look for miracles and the marked manifestation of God's power as in former days. Times have changed. These words strengthen their unbelief, and they say: The Lord will not do good, neither will He do evil. He is too merciful to visit His people in judgment. Thus "Peace and safety" is the cry from men who will never again lift up their voice like a trumpet to show God's people their transgressions and the house of Jacob their sins. These dumb dogs that would not bark are the ones who feel the just vengeance of an offended God. Men, maidens, and little children all perish together.

The abominations for which the faithful ones were sighing and crying were all that could be discovered by finite eyes, but by far the worst sins, those which provoked the jealousy of the pure and holy God, were unrevealed. The great Searcher of hearts knoweth every sin committed in secret by the workers of iniquity. These persons came to feel secure in their deceptions and, because of His long-suffering, say that the Lord
T5:210. "THIS FAITHFUL FEW!" OPPOSED TO T5:211. "THESE DUMB DOGS!"

X - WHEN THE "SEAL!" IS ON "THIS SMALL REMNANT!" THE "DUMB DOG BRIGADE!" "MARSHAL!" "THE DRAGON HOST!"

T5:213. NEVER GIVE UP! NEVER ADMIT THEY WERE WRONG! MARSHAL "THE DRAGON HOST!" This is termed "LIGHT!" in "THE LOUD CRY!" chapter - 1884 GC 421. Your URHIUH SMITHS did not LIKE that AT ALL! So they CHANGED that in YOUR GC 603 to "THE FINAL WARNING!" As well as CHANGED the TEXT from "CORRUPTIONS!" entering "THE CHURCHES!" they had to HURRIEDLY make ROOM for "THE ONE AND ONLY!" so to make SURE you got that STRAIGHT! it had to be ONLY THE "OTHER CHURCHES!" (NOT THEM!) NEVER-!! Will the "GANG OF 40!" tell us HOW MANY OTHER PLACES THE CULT REPEATED THIS SAME STUNT-???, A MINIMUM OF 200 PLACES - !!! TO COVER THEIR TAIL-!!

Y - AND CALL IT: "HISTORICAL (HYSTERICAL) ADVENTISM!"

Z - "CONFEDEERACIES WILL INCREASE in NUMBERS and POWER as we draw NEARER to the "END OF TIME!"...FORMING NEW PARTIES of PROFESSED BELIEVERS...THE APOSTASY WILL INCREASE: "SOME shall DEPART from the FAITH (SM 2:54. MM 88.) giving heed to seducing SPIRITS, and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS." (TM 409.) ..."All should see the NECESSITY of UNDERSTANDING THE TRUTH FOR THEMSELVES INDIVIDUALLY. (OH! HOW THE FROOMS HATED THE "INDIVIDUAL!" He WAS LOWER THAN A WORM'S BELLY!) WE MUST UNDERSTAND THE DOCTRINES...THE "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"...THE LIGHT GIVEN ME HAS BEEN VERY FORCIBLE THAT MANY...FALSE PROPHETS WILL ARISE AND WILL DECEIVE MANY. EVERYTHING IS TO BE SHAKEN THAT CAN BE SHAKEN!...ANTICHRIST WILL APPEAR!" EV. 363-5.

DO NOT SAY - YOU HAVE NOT BEEN WARNED - !!!

IN SUMMARY

THE LORD "PASSES BY!" the UNRESPONSIVE LUKEWARM REJECTED "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" in the 11th HOUR. HE ORDERS THEM TO GIVE "THE LAST MESSAGE!" - "THE LOUD CRY!" - REVELATION 18. 1884 GC 421. ALL THIS THE "PHAR-ISEE'S!" and the "KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM" LEADERSHIP THOUGHT AND TAUGHT - was their PREROGATIVE - their EXCLUSIVE RIGHT - just like the JEWS OF OLD and their HIGH-PRIEST.
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THE ENEMY OF SOULS RAISES AN EXCITEMENT WITH "COUNTERFEIT!" DOCTRINES AND LAODICEAN DOGMAS - that have been clearly detailed in scope and POWER - that would only FOOL those who permit themselves to be under the SPELL of "MASS HYPNOTISM!" "PENTECOSTAL CHARISMA" under "SPIRITUALISTIC" FORCES - teaching DOCTRINES that were known and WARNED against for 100 YEARS! "THERE'S NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN!" The only thing that's NEW is SATAN COMES DOWN IN GREAT POWER AND WRATH - knowing his TIME IS SHORT - so he plays on the MAJOR DOGMA EVER EXTENT IN ADVENTISM and their FRINGE-GROUPS - just like those who RUSHED into "JERUSALEM" the UNHOLY CITY to be VICTORIOUS over the ROMANS! Do you hear them cry: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" They never can get enough of that wonderful stuff - along with the ASSURANCE that "CHARACTER!" ("OIL - TM 234.) will be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT!" We never could get that BAUBLE out of their hands - they hung unto that till DEATH do us PART-!!!

DO YOU ADVENTIST-??? PROUD LAODICEAN-!!!

PROUD because "URIAH SMITH TRADITION!!" "HISTORICAL (HYSTERICAL) ADVENTISM!" - tickles your EGO - your SELF-IMPORTANCE - your SELF-ESTEEM - GLORIFIES you AS-A-GOO! And you want to hear NOTHING else but FLATTERY-FLATTERY-FLATTERY-(AND MORE FLATTERY!) A POTENT DRINK - makes your HEAD REEL! Your FROOM called that "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" But when EW 292 reels around - you will have NO DIFFICULTY believing it was "DEALING IN THE NEGATIVE!"

DO YOU HAVE TO PERPETUATE THAT JUNK - ???

Will you have to WAIT until the 7 LAST PLAGUES hit you in the face - before you BELIEVE that the "PEACE AND SAFETY!" of T5:211 was by "DUMB (very DUMB!) DOGS!" DID YOU NOTICE THE HOPEFUL WORDS (THAT SAME PAGE!) doing what the SQUIRREL-BRAINED will NEVER DO!

"The ABOMINATIONS for which the FAITHFUL ONES were SIGHING and CRYING were all that COULD be discerned by FINITE EYES, but BY FAR THE WORST SINS, those that PROVOKED the JEALOUSY of the PURE and HOLY GOD, were UN-REVEALED!...SIN COMMITTED IN SECRET...FEEL SECURE ("I AM SAVED" "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!") FEEL SECURE in their DECEPTIONS...
"IN 1888 IN THE GENERAL CONFERENCE HELD IN MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., THE ANGEL OF REVELATION 18, CAME DOWN to his WORK, and was RIDICULED, CRITICIZED, and REJECTED, and when the MESSAGE HE BRINGS AGAIN will SWELL into a "LOUD CRY!" it will AGAIN be RIDICULED, and SPOKEN AGAINST, and REJECTED - BY THE MAJORITY! ("TAKING UP REPROACH!") BRISBIN BOOK p.10-11. B2:51. T2:105.

A. VERNE BATES, 890 HITCHING POST RD. GRANTS PASS, OR 97526. ($5.00 U.S. + postage.)

"THERE ARE MINISTERS AND WORKERS who will present a TISSUE of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS!" even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the MAXIMS OF MEN as the "BREAD OF HEAVEN!"...Thus are men weaving into the WEB as "IMPORTANT TRUTHS!" A TISSUE OF LIES! This IMAGINARY FOOD that is being prepared will cause SPIRITUAL CONSUMPTION, DECLINE, and DEATH." RH Jan. 22, 1901. June 18, 1901. T6:132. TM 337,455.

ANN'S NOTE:

"THE TISSUE OF LIES!" IS TOO MUCH SUGAR!
("ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" REQUIRING AN "INSULIN SHOT!" TO BRING THE SUGAR DOWN!)
THEY ARE ON "CLOUD 9!" WE HAVE TO LOOK UP-TO-THEM-!!!


"AND THE "REMNANT!" THAT IS "ESCAPED!" OF THE HOUSE OF JUDAH!...For "OUT!" OF JERUSALEM shall go forth a "REMNANT!"...the ZEAL of the LORD OF HOSTS - shall do this!" ISA. 37:31-2.

DID YOU NOTICE-???

We are dealing with TWO CLASSES of people-???
Those who were put out!!! "OUTCASTS!!!" RESULTING in more "EX-MEMBERS!!" in ADVENTISM - by their own FIGURES!!!

THEN ANOTHER CLASS - NOT: (GO YE) "FORTH TO MEET (HIM!!!)" (1844!!) MATT. 25.1 BUT: "GO YE OUT!!! TO MEET HIM!!!" MATT. 25.6. (ALONG WITH A "SHUT DOOR!!!" Matt. 25:10.) THERE WAS NO "SHUT DOOR!!!" IN 1844-!!! THIS SECOND CLASS DO NOT HAVE TO BE PUT OUT!!! (OUTCASTS!!!) BUT THEY GIVE AND OBEY THE COL 406 CRY: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!!!"

PUT OUT (OUTCASTS!!) AND "GO OUT!!!" IS TWO DIFFERENT THINGS-!!! THE CHURCH CAN'T STAND THE ONE (OUTCASTS!!!) THE OTHERS CAN'T STAND THE CHURCH!! "THE LORD GOD WHICH GATHERETH THE "OUTCASTS!!" OF ISRAEL SAITH, YET WILL I GATHER OTHERS..." ISA. 56:8

(AND THEN IT TELLS YOU WHY-!!!)

"HIS WATCHMEN ARE BLIND: THEY ARE ALL IGNORANT, THEY ARE ALL DUMB DOGS, THEY CANNOT BARK, SLEEPING, LYING DOWN, LOVING TO SLUMBER. YEA, THEY ARE GREEDY DOGS WHICH CAN NEVER HAVE ENOUGH, AND THEY ARE SHEPHERDS THAT CANNOT UNDERSTAND..." THIS Follows ISA. 56:8. THIS IS ISA. 56:10-1. THIS IS THE CONTEXT - WHY HE "PASSES BY!!!" THE "OUTCASTS!!!" CHURCH AND WHY WE ARE NOT TO CAST THAT WHICH IS "HOLY!!!" (OUTCASTS!!!) TO THE DUMB DOG!!! MINISTRY THAT TURN AROUND AND USE IT FOR "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!!!" (TM 409.) AND FOR "CATHOLIC LAWYERS!!!" 1884 GC 424-6. (TO THROW "ADVENTISTS!!!" IN JAIL-!!!)

"YET WILL I GATHER OTHERS" ISA. 56:8.

"Because those who were ONCE!!! the DEPOSITARIES OF TRUTH - BECAME UNFAITHFUL TO THEIR SACRED "TRUST!!!" - the Lord chose OTHERS who WOULD...ADVOCATE TRUTHS that were NOT in ACCORDANCE with the IDEAS OF (FROOM-ANDERSON-RICHARDS-HOFFMAN-SANTEE-GOLDSTEIN-JOHNSON-FOLKENBERG-) NOT-NOT-NOT- in ACCORDANCE with the IDEAS of the RELIGIOUS LEADERS!! AND THEN THESE "LEADERS!!" IN THE BLINDNESS OF THEIR MINDS, give full sway to what is supposed to be "RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION!!!" against the ONES (They only come by ONES!!!) the ONES who have set aside CHERISHED FABLES. ("SPEWN OUT!!! - means "GOING THRU!!!" - NOT-TO-KEEP-SUNDAY - means to keep "EASTER!!! WHAT PIE-BALD HYPOCRITES-!!!) the ONES who have SET A-SIDE CHERISHED FABLES
(THEN THESE BLIND LEADERS!) ...ACT-LIKE-MEN-WHO-HAVE-LOST-THEIR-REASON-!!! THEY DO NOT CONSIDER THE POSSIBILITY (OH! NO! READ THE WRITINGS OF THE "GANG OF 40!") THEY DO NOT CONSIDER THE "POSSIBILITY!" (LET ALONE - "PROBABILITY-!!!") THAT THEY THEMSELVES...HAVE MISINTERPRETED AND MISAPPLIED THE SCRIPTURES-!!! BUILT UP FALSE THEORIES; calling them "FUNDAMENTAL DOCTRINES-!!!" TM 69-70.

("IN COMMON!" WITH "BABYLON!" GC 445 (2178.)


BECAUSE THE SAME CHARLES WHEELING -

put out over 1,000 CASSETTE TAPES - "DO MIRRORS EVER LIE-??!!" as well as PRIVATE and PUBLIC LETTERS, PUBLICATIONS - and POWER-PLAYS in "COMMITTEE MEETINGS!" by JUDY and CHARLES WHEELING.

"THE MOST BLATANT REJECTION OF THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY -

THAT I HAVE EVER HEARD ANYWHERE..." WM 549 P.10.

(NOT TO FORGET WM 550. p.13-4.)

THAT WONDERFUL "LARRY WILSON!" - "REJECTS THE PROPHETIC VIEWS OF ELLEN G. WHITE IN SEVEN DIFFERENT AREAS...LAY IT ASIDE AND READ ONLY THE "BIBLE!" (LARRY WILSON!)

FIND THIS AS WE STATED ABOVE IN WM 550 p.13-4. DID "HOEHN" EVER HAVE THAT QUEER'S NUMBER! (AS WELL AS THAT OF "CHARLES WHEELING!" READ AGAIN OUR PUBLICATIONS OR ASK FOR A "PACKET!" We may send you two different ones to be SURE you get the RIGHT ONES-!!! WE DID NOT PUT IN ALL THAT TIME - FOR NOTHING-!!! LUIS MUNILLA and VANCE FERRELL come DRAGGING ALONG YEARS LATER -
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but as the SAYING GOES: "BETTER LATE THAN NEVER-!!!"
(They still have a LOAD of "LAODICEAN TRADITION!!!" and HISTORICAL (HYSTERICAL) ADVENTISM!!! TO GET RID OF!!!)

(AS WELL AS FORD-RAE-SPECTRUM and the WHITE(WASH) ESTATE!)

WHEN WILL LUIS MUNILLA and VANCE FERRELL - TAKE AFTER THE "ADVENTIST REVIEW!" AND THE SDA "MINISTRY--???
TO RECEIVE "THE SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD III"

THEY HAVE TO:

(SHOW THEM) - "ALL THE ABOMINATIONS!" that be done IN-
THE-CHURCH!!!..."BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER OF ALL!
THOSE WHO DO NOT THUS SEE..."AND BEGIN AT MY SANC-
TUARY!" T3:267. RH 2:49. "HERE WE SEE THAT THE CHURCH!
- THE LORD'S SANCTUARY - WAS THE FRJST... THE ANCIENT
MEN...THESE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK...ALL!
PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.)

(STAYED TOGETHER - SLAYED TOGETHER!)

READ WHAT THE LORD HAS TO SAY FOR "THE LOUD CRY!"
(1884 GC 424.) CHANGED IN YOUR GC 606 to: "THE MESSAGE
OF THE THIRD ANGEL!"...go on to YOUR GC 607-8 where
"ADVENTISTS!" KEEP SUNDAY! AND THE "POWER!" THEN AT-
TENDING THE TRUE MESSAGE! - "WILL ONLY JADDEN!
THEM! ("THEY ACT LIKE MEN WHO-HAVE-LOST-THEIR-REA-
SON!" TM 70.) "THE CHURCH APPEALS TO THE STRONG ARM
OF THE CIVIL POWER (AS THE JEWS DID TO CRUCIFY CHRIST!!)
(PAPISTS ARE SOLICITED BY "ADVENTIST SOLICITORS!") 1844
GC 425 (DO YOU SEE IT--???) TO COME TO THE HELP OF
"PROTESTANTS!")

AGAIN WE ASK: "DO YOU SEE IT???" OR ARE YOU "BLIND?"

WE SAW IT 50 YEARS AGO FROM THE BOOKS YOU HAVE -
AND WERE OSTRACIZED-RIDICULED-LAUGHED AT
(ARE YOU STILL LAUGHING--???)

This is a "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" production.
(NOW WE ADD SOMETHING MORE!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPTEMBER 26; 1994
ONE OUTSTANDING THING ABOUT "EVENTS-IN-THEIR-ORDER!"
Which has been our interest for 68 YEARS! And lately we have been REMINDED of its COMPLEXITY and why the "OFFSHOOTS!" will be in a position to UNDERSTAND - while the "INSHOOTS!" and the GULLIBLE "LEADER-WORSHIPPERS!" do not stand a CHANCE-!!! THEY HAVE BEEN CONVINCED "NOT!" TO MAKE A "PREPARATION-!!!"

IS THAT WHAT YOU FIND IN THE BOOK -

"URIAH SMITH" - did not want to SELL - "CHRIST’S OBJECT LESSONS!" (1900.) p.154-5. SUBJECT: "I AM SAVED!" (GOOD OR EVIL-???) "THE EVIL that led to PETER’S FALL, and that SHUT OUT the PHARISEE from COMMUNION WITH GOD, is proving the RUIN of THOUSANDS TODAY! THERE IS NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to GOD, or so DANGEROUS to the HUMAN SOUL, as PRIDE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all SINS it is the MOST HOPELESS, the MOST INCURABLE...should NEVER be TAUGHT to SAY or to FEEL - that they are "SAVED-!!! THIS IS MIS-LEADING...THEY ARE UNPREPARED!" COL 154-5.

"UNPREPARED!"

"THOSE "PROFESSED!" BELIEVERS who come up to "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" UNPREPARED, will, in their despair, "CONFESS THEIR SINS!" before ALL in WORDS of BURNING ANGUISH, while the WICKED EXALT over their DISTRESS. THE-CASE-OF-ALL-SUCH-IS-"HOPELESS!" SG 3:134.

NOW YOU KNOW:

That much more COULD BE and SHOULD BE SAID-!!! We need no "HISTORIC" METHOD or "PROOF-TEXT!" METHOD or the LATEST in EXEGESIS or EXAGGERATING or HERMENEUTING or FULMINATING or DOUBLE-TALK or THEOLOGICAL CRISS-CROSS DAZZLING - TO UNDERSTAND THIS! EW 71. DA 249. PP 717. T5:216. PK 435. SG 3:131-2,136,196. SM 1:314. EV 595. RH 1:65. RH 5:414. THIS IS THE "ANTICHRIST!" AA 554,562-5. THIS IS "SPIRITUALISM!" 1884 GC 374. (ASSURANCE-ASSURANCE-ASSURANCE!) (3 TIMES! YOUR GC 560-1.) (SEE ALSO YOUR GC 554,558. EV 597.)

THESE ARE HELPS -

THAT WE COULD USE TO NAIL THEIR COFFIN DOWN-!!!
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But one outstanding thing as SATAN (SURPRISINGLY!) DOES NOT COME WITH A SWORD - but these REFERENCES and MANY OTHERS SHOW: HE COMES WITH "LOVE!" AND "KISSES!" (THE STRONGEST MEN FALL FOR "EVIL WOMEN!" T5:137-148.) THE LEADERS OF ISRAEL were the "FIRST TO TRANSGRESS!" To fall for the "WILES OF HEATHEN WOMEN!" We have an idea where we are in the stream of TIME - as the LEADERSHIP at that time TAUGHT AND PRACTICED "LOVE UNLIMITED!" and "UNCONDITIONAL!" THEY HAD THE "ASSURANCE OF:"

"A TERRIBLE PESTILENCE BROKE OUT-!!!" PP 455.

NOW AGAIN - as they "WHIRL THEIR PARTNERS!" around their "GOLDEN CALF!" (Down LLU WAY - the MEN threw their CAR KEYS on a TABLE and the WOMAN who would go HOME with him - picked it up-!!!) But not without PAYING FOR IT as did JEZEBEL and her KIND. THE HEAD OF THE "LOVE!" PRIESTS OF ASHTORETH (EASTER!) PP 400. PK 143. SEE YOUR LIBRARY FOR "BAAL!" AND "ASHTORETH!" that ELIJAH OPPOSED! ON MOUNT CARMEL. JEZEBEL - eaten by DOGS (LIKE JUDAS!) NO! THEY DO NOT ALWAYS WIN! AS THE LORD "ASSEMBLES (SEALS!) THE "OUTCASTS!" OF ISRAEL! ISA. 11:11-2; 56:8. (ASK MIKE CLUTE TO EXPLAIN THIS!) A "CONSUMPTION!" (PESTILENCE!) BREAKS OUT! ISA. 10:20-5. JER. 8:2; 11:23.

DID YOU SEE WHOLE TOWNS IN INDIA -

EMPTY-!!! ON ACCOUNT OF "BLACK DEATH!" OR "BUBONIC PLAGUE" SCATTERED TO ALL PARTS OF INDIA SPREADING THE PLAGUE-!!! "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" says the SAME as the BIBLE - a WORLDWIDE "PESTILENCE!" "If any MESSENGERS NOT SENT OF GOD, they would be IN DANGER of being CUT DOWN by the PESTILENCE-!!! SOON THE DEAD AND DYING will be ALL AROUND US...(ASK MIKE CLUTE AND FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT TO EXPLAIN THIS:) THEN THE SLAIN OF THE LORD will be from one END of the EARTH - to the OTHER; they will not be LAMENTED, GATHERED, nor BURIED; but their ILL SAVOR will come up from the FACE of the WHOLE EARTH. (WHAT TIME IS THIS-???) THOSE ONLY who have the SEAL of the LIVING GOD (NOT "YAHWEH!") WILL BE-SHELTERED from the STORM OF ("UNCONDITIONAL "LOVE!" - ??? HOW STUPID CAN YOU GET-!!!) WILL BE SHELTERED from the STORM OF WRATH-!! ...IN HOPE, E.G.WHITE. "PRESENT TRUTH" (PT 32.) (You may have a COPY we PRINTED and sent out - THOUSANDS of p. 22 & 32.) NOW YOU KNOW WHY-!!! It is NICE - to be RIGHT-!!! - 23 -
AND TO BE RIGHT-!!!
WE MUST TELL YOU - one more thing-!!! WHEN THE "SEALING!" STARTS - "THE INHABITANTS OF THE EARTH-!!!" "WILL KNOW IT NOT-!!!" GC 615.

AFTER ALL THE COMMOTION RAISED BY:
"HISTORICAL (OR "HYSTERICAL!") ADVENTISTS" for YEARS and YEARS and YEARS - it was all for "NOTHING-!!!" It comes "SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the MIDNIGHT THIEF!" GC 491 (315). "THE INHABITANTS of the Earth WILL KNOW IT NOT!" GC 615.

SATAN-DOES-NOT-KNOW-!!!
HIEBERT KNEW MORE THAN THE DEVIL-!!!
"HE SEES that Holy Angels are GUARDING them, and he INFERs that their Sins have been PARDONED; BUT-HE-DOES NOT-KNOW-!!!" 1884 GC 435. GC 618.

THE HOLY ANGELS SEE THE "MARK!" OF GOD'S "SEALING APPROVAL!" - THE 144,000 "PHILADELPHIANS!" "HAVING HIS FATHER'S NAME WRITTEN IN THEIR FOREHEADS!" REV. 3:12; 14:1; 22:4

Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ

BUT "ADVENTISM" DOES NOW KNOW - neither does anyone else-!!! WE WILL KNOW - when it is OVER! AND WE WILL KNOW - PARTLY - when it is PROGRESSING! BY SATAN AND HIS ADVENTIST AGENTS - by those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" SM 2:54. MM 88. "THEY WILL SEEMINGLY (ARE YOU WATCHING EVERY WORD-???) SEEMINGLY WORK MIRACLES, even to the bringing down of "FIRE!" out of HEAVEN!...By means of "LYING WONDERS!" (SAME SM 2:54. MM 88.) (And 20 MORE!)

IS "THE GANG OF 40!" TELLING YOU THIS-?? What THIs "WILL BRING SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS TO THE TEST!" SM 2:53. THAT THEY WILL FILL THEIR MULTI-BILLION $ CHURCHES TO THE RAFTERS-!!! WITH POWER AND MIRACLES AND HEALINGS AND RAISING THE DEAD-!!! We can tell you this NOW-!!! BUT then it would be all your life was worth - to say a WORD against it! UNTIL - UNTIL - UNTIL it MISFIRES-!!! AND THEY BURY THEM - 2,000 A DAY-!!! UNTIL WHOLE CITIES ARE DESOLATE - just like in INDIA-!!!
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EMPTIED BY THE PLAGUE—!!! GC 589 (407). THE PLAGUES WILL COME! THE "DESOLATION!" ALSO!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPTEMBER 27, 1994

THE NEWS WAS INTERRUPTED THIS MORNING - 7:00 a.m. - THE TWO MOST POWERFUL MEN IN THE WORLD - YELTSIN AND CLINTON - are going to bring "PEACE ON EARTH!" It is the "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT!" IT IS "THE NEW AGE!" IT IS ALL "HUMANISM!" GOD IS NOT IN THEIR THOUGHTS—!!!

WATCH FOR "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION!" NOW—!!!
ADVENTISM IS BUT AN ECHO OF THE SAME!
"UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" READ THE LAST "ADVENTIST REVIEW" SEPTEMBER 15, 1994. p.20. "THE MOB AND THE CHURCH!" "THE RUSSIAN MAFIA!" by PETER A. KOOLIK. WELL DOCUMENTED. SCARE THE LIVER OUT OF YOU - SOUNDS THE SAME AS L.R.CONRAD! "A VISIT TO RUSSIA" - it seems it was 1881–2. THE SAME EXPERIENCE as this "REVIEW" ARTICLE. YOU MUST GET A COPY TO SEE HOW A SLAVE ("SLAVISH PEOPLE!" MAKES A POOR "MASTER!") "ADVENTIST REVIEW DESK" Box 1119, HAGERSTOWN, MD 21741 ($2.25 U.S.) WHAT DEVILS—!!! NOW ASKING FOR "COMMUNISM!" TO COME BACK—!!! "LIBERTY!" BROUGHT "LIBERTY!" FOR THE "CRIME SYNDICATES" TO OPERATE and no doubt will MURDER MILLIONS—!!! A LEGACY LEFT BY CHURCHILL AND ROOSEVELT! CLINTON and YELTSIN will change - NOT A THING! among that TRASH! CHURCHILL SAID IT RIGHT: "WE KILLED THE WRONG PIG—!!!" GOD MUST COME AND PUT AN END TO SATAN AND HIS "AGENTS!" When the "SEALING ANGEL" PASSES THEM BY: "THERE SHALL BE MANY DEAD BODIES IN EVERY PLACE!" AMOS 8:3. THEN THE SLAIN OF THE LORD WILL BE FROM ONE END OF THE EARTH, TO THE OTHER; they will not be LAMENTED, GATHERED, NOR BURIED; but their ILL SAVOR will come up from the face of the WHOLE EARTH. THOSE ONLY who have the "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD!" WILL BE SHELTERED!* "PRESENT TRUTH" p.32. WILL YELTSIN and CLINTON PREVENT IT—??? WHAT DO YOU THINK?

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - SEPTEMBER 28, 1994

NEWS FOR TODAY: RUSSIAN BANKS TAKEN OVER BY "CRIME SYNDICATES" (MAFIA) 45 BANK MANAGERS THAT REFUSED TO KNUCKLE UNDER - MURDERED—!!! So it sounds like they are IN COMPLETE CONTROL—!!!
RUMORS ARE that they are gaining CONTROL of NUCLEAR WEAPONS—!!! Will the ACCORDS REACHED by - YELTSIN-CLINTON - FRIGHTEN THEM??!! "They shall say "PEACE AND SAFETY!" while a "DAMOCLES SWORD!" hangs over their HEAD" - (WEBSTER) - "HUNG BY A SINGLE HAIR!"

"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY—!!!"

"PRIOR TO THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM, men wrestled for the SUPREMACY. EMPERORS—WERE—MURDERED. THOSE... STANDING NEXT TO THE THRONES—WERE—SLAIN! There were WARS and RUMORS or WARS. "All these things must come to pass," said CHRIST, "but the END! (of the JEWISH NATION) is not yet...The JEWISH people have looked to THEMSELVES. They have NOT REPENTED and been CONVERTED that I should heal THEM—!!! THE SIGNS that THEY represent as TOKENS of THEIR release from BONDAGE, are SIGNS! of THEIR DESTRUCTION—!!!" DA 628-9.

NOW WE WILL SEE WHO BELIEVES "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"

SOME LAODICIAN JEW (or who had a JEWISH WIFE!) took the WORD "JEW!" out of DA 628-9. WE PUT IT BACK! as that was the way it was in the ORIGINAL! See RH 3:336-8,343-4,632-3. RH 4:156,341-2. DA 628-9,635,739. (And 20 MORE!) To show the DESTRUCTION of the HOLY CITY!" (JERUSALEM) WILL—BE—REPEATED! (ORIGINAL 1884 GC 38 - SEE CHANGE in your GC 37.) A WARNING to THIS PEOPLE! CHANGED to A WARNING to THE WORLD! WONDERFUL IMPROVEMENT! NOW IT WILL NOT HAPPEN—???

THE SAME STUNT PULLED BY SOME "LAODICIAN JEW!"


LIST OF CONTENTS! SHOWS WHAT WAS PRINTED (AND THE PAGES) for MATTESON – WILCOX – MASKELL – "MRS. E.G.WHITE!" – L.E.CONRAD! (ALMOST EXACTLY THE EXPERIENCE THEN – it appears this was 1881–2) as in RUSSIA TODAY! DEMANDING BRIBES OR DEATH! And their WORD as GOOD as CLEAR WATER to be found in a SEWER—!!!
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(Seems to be CHARACTERISTIC of this people - you would THINK so if you went through the EXPERIENCE of CONRADI in that LAND!)

THE CURSE OF RUSSIA TODAY

"In no other COUNTRY have we seen DRUNKENNESS SO COM-
MON as in RUSSIA. It is no strange sight to see men lie on the
street SO DRUNK that they CANNOT MOVE...WHISKY is regard-
ed as a HOLY WATER, and men CROSS THEMSELVES before
putting the BOTTLE to their LIPS...THE JAILER CAME OUT, so
DRUNK he could hardly WALK...ANOTHER MAN CAME OUT,
MORE INTOXICATED that the JAILER, and Poured UPON US A
SHOWER OF CURSES. THE JUDGE, who was a LITTLE MORE
SOBER than the OTHERS...gave us the ASSURANCE that we
should not only be FREED the next morning, but that we should
have our PASSPORTS..."CONRADI'S "VISIT TO RUSSIA!"
p.264.

THEN FOLLOWED WEEKS-MONTHS OF NEGOTIATIONS - BRIBES -
ESCAPED BY ONLY A HAIR - not to be sent to "SIBERIA-!!1"
(And even for "LIFE")

SOME LAODICEAN "JEW!" PULLED THE SAME STUNT

IN THIS BOOK - "CONTENTS!" SHOWED what was written by
"MRS. E.G.WHITE" pages 159 to 239 and than by "L.R.
CONRADI" pages 250 to 270. WHAT HAPPENED-???

WHO WROTE PAGES 240 to 249-???

WHAT "LEADERSHIP PRIEST-WORSHIPPER!" TOOK THAT "OUT!"
OF "CONTENTS-???" IS THIS WHY-???

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM-!!!"

"THE CLEAR LIGHT of the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" will yet
be REFLECTED from the HONEST-HEARTED in these (PIED-
MONT-VAUDOIS-WALDENSIAN VALLEYS!) THE LIGHT of them
which has grown DIM will be BRIGHTENED. "THE ANGEL" that
JOINS the "THIRD ANGEL" is to LIGHTEN THE EARTH with HIS
GLORY (GC 603) (421) THERE ARE MANY...who will RE-
COGNIZE "THE VOICE OF GOD!" SPEAKING TO THEM THROUGH
HIS WORD, and, coming "OUT" from under the INFLUENCE of
the "CLERGY!" will take their STAND (EW 69) for GOD and the
"TRUTH!" THIS: "HISTORICAL SKETCHES" BOOK p.249.
OH! wouldn't it be a tragedy—!!!

IF WE CAN DO "WITHOUT THE CLERGY!"

(Where is the "eraser?")

"LUTHER was the one chosen to breast the storm, stand up against the ire of a fallen church, and strengthen the few!" who were faithful to their holy profession...He could then come to God—for-himself, not through popes or confessors, but through Christ alone! Oh, how precious to Luther was this new and glorious "light," which dawned upon his dark understanding and driven away his superstition!...He was disgusted with the sins of those in whom he had trusted for salvation, and as he saw many others enshrouded in the same darkness...raising his voice against the errors and sins of the papal church, he earnestly endeavored to break the chain of darkness...In the power of the holy spirit he cried out against the existing sins of the leaders of the church, and as he met the storm of opposition from the priests, his courage failed not...as he pushed the battle closer and closer, the rage of the priests was kindled still hotter against him! They did not wish to be reformed. They chose to be left in ease, (T4:537) in wanton pleasure, in wickedness, and they desired the church also to be kept in darkness. I saw that Luther was ardent and zealous, in reproving sin and advocating the truth. He cared not for wicked men or devils; he knew that he had one with him mightier than they all...Satan sought to destroy these living witnesses; but the Lord made a hedge about them...Luther and Melanchthon, who could best glorify God by living and exposing the sins of priests, popes, and kings. These trembled before the voice of Luther, and his fellow laborers. Through these chosen men, rays of light began to scatter the darkness, and very many joyfully received the light and walked in it." EW 222-5.

Remember this:

"The people were wholly deceived. They were taught that the popes and priests were Christ's representatives, when in fact they were the representatives of Satan, and those who bowed to them worshipped Satan. The people called for the 'bible' but the priests considered it dangerous to let them have it to read for themselves, lest they
should become ENLIGHTENED and EXPOSE the SINS of their LEADERS. THE PEOPLE WERE TAUGHT TO RECEIVE EVERY WORD from these DECEIVERS as FROM THE MOUTH OF GOD! ...ALL HEAVEN WAS MOVED WITH ("UNCONDITIONAL LOVE?") ALL HEAVEN WAS MOVED WITH "INDIGNATION!" EW 214-5. 1884 GC 166. GC 207. SOP 3:400, 410, 427. T5:209, 297, 305, 675, 681.

REPEAT:

"THERE ARE MANY...who will RECOGNIZE THE VOICE OF GOD!" speaking to them...and coming OUT from under the INFLUENCE of the "CLERGY!" will take their STAND for GOD and the "TRUTH!" "HISTORICAL SKETCHES" p.249.

A POX ON THE CLOD-HOPPING DOGS WHO DENY THIS-!!!
GOD THINKS SO HIGHLY OF "OUTCASTS!" THAT HE COMES TO "GATHER!" THEM! ISA. 56:8.

Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ

BCTV - SEPT. 4, 1994 - "AIDS VIRUS!"
"I COULDN'T RECOGNIZE HIM!"
IN SUCH A PROGRAMME YOU ALWAYS HAVE THE IDIOT WHO SINGS: "WHY YOU-?? WHY NOT ME-??" You wish the AVENGING ANGEL would cut-him-down-!!! Rather than let him spread his ROT from STAGE or PULPIT. Somehow such get the PLATFORM. You know one reason why-?? Because the "CHRISTIAN" ELEMENT are not aware of the "RULES!" GOD MUST ABIDE BY-!!! God gives Satan every opportunity to WIN!

Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ

WM. (BILL) WOODWARD HAD IT RIGHT-!!!
FOR SATAN TO WIN! HE HAD TO "CREATE!" SATAN KNOWS THIS and THAT IS WHY - he has been FRANTICALLY SEEKING "THE SECRET OF LIFE!" in all the AMALGAMATIONS and CROSS-BREEDING - using the ADVENTIST CHURCH - FORD and CARNEGIE "FOUNDATION" MILLIONS! "BIOXICAL (POISONOUS) RESEARCH" to make "NEW EXPERIMENTAL!" DRUGS TO TEST OUT ON "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" IN LLU! NO EARTH-SHAKING "DISCOVERY!" WAS EVER ANNOUNCED! EIGHT YEARS IN SECRET! "SIDNEY KATZ" of CANADIAN "McLEAN'S MAGAZINE!" BLEW THE LID OFF!
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ANNOUNCED THAT they had been doing this for "EIGHT YEARS IN SECRET!" When the "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY!" RELEASED THIS INFORMATION:

NICHOLS OF THE "R&H" THREATENED US WITH:
"COPYRIGHT LAW!" UNLESS I NOTARIZED A PLEDGE
NEVER TO QUOTE HIS "VALUABLE PAPERS!" EVER AGAIN!

I SPENT THREE MONTHS REPLYING TO THE BASTARD – showing how he was all for "FREEDOM!" and "LIBERTY!" the people of the UNITED STATES had the "RIGHT!" to put in a "CATHOLIC PRESIDENT!" ETC ETC ETC "AD INFINITUM!" THEY HAD THE RIGHT TO GO TO THE "WITCH DOCTORS!" OF DARKEST AFRICA AND SOUTH AMERICA FOR THEIR SEARCH FOR "THE SECRET OF LIFE!" IN CHINESE "OUT-HOUSES!" OR "CAMEL DUNG OF TANGANYIKA!" which PROGRAMME (FIGBURG SAID WAS "A BEACON LIGHT ON THE WAY TO THE KINGDOM—!!!") DID YOU EVER HEAR OF ANY "EARTH-SHAKING DISCOVERY!" THEY EVER MADE—?? (BESIDES "LSD-25.") WHICH NICHOLS USED TO SHARPEN HIS INTELLECT! But it did not keep him from getting so FURIOUS that he RUPTURED his AORTA (THE MAIN TRUNK ARTERY WHICH LEAVES THE HEART and PUMPED IT DRY IN MINUTES! HE NEVER THREATENED ANYONE AGAIN!) ALTHOUGH THEY MIGHT HAVE CARRIED HIS BIER "EIGHT-ABREAST!" HEAVEN saw NO REASON to HONOR the like of "HIM!" NOT THEN NOR SINCE!

THE UNIVERSE WOULD COLLAPSE!

WITHOUT CONSTANT "CREATIVE POWER!" THE WORLD IS BROUGHT TO AN END – SATAN IS GIVEN A "THOUSAND YEAR REST!" from his BUSY PROGRAMME — "THOUSAND YEARS!" with no one to BOTHER HIM — do your STUFF—!!! SHOW US HOW YOU CAN "CREATE!" So you can take over the UNIVERSE! So it does not COLLAPSE!

"BUT THE REST OF THE DEAD LIVED NOT AGAIN UNTIL
THE 1,000 YEARS WERE FINISHED!" (THE END OF J.W.'s
and HWA and the JEWS OF TEL AVIV!) REV. 20:5.
NOW SATAN—LUCIFER—DEVIL! HERE YOU HAVE YOUR PEOPLE BACK AGAIN — NOW SHOW YOUR STUFF—!!!
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SHOW US WHAT YOU LEARNED FOR 1,000 YEARS—!!! THE SECRET OF "LIFE" ONE HUNDRED YEARS TO BUILD A BEAUTIFUL WORLD! ISA. 65:20. CAN HE DO IT—??? NO, HE CANNOT CREATE! ALL HE COULD EVER DO — WAS PERVERT WHAT GOD HAD CREATED—!!!

IN HIS RAGE AND FURY!

He decided to pull down the UNIVERSE WITH HIM! Let it COLLAPSE around his EARS—!!! READ ISAIAH CHAPTER 64,65,66 to get the SETTING (CONTEXT!) TO UNDERSTAND just a few words in THE LAST CHAPTER OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" SATAN "GOT!" CHRIST ON THE CROSS—!!! TO SHOW HIS CONTINUING VENOM — HE IS GOING TO TRY TO "GET" HIM AGAIN IN THE "HOLY CITY!" HE IS GOING TO MARSHAL HIS FORCES — "SKILLFUL ARTISANS CONSTRUCT IMPLEMENTS OF WAR!" 1884 GC 478. GC 664.

IMAGINE 100 YEARS TO SET UP FACTORIES —

WORK THE MINES TO MAKE THE ATOMIC NUCLEAR WARHEADS. SUCH AN ARMY AS THE WORLD (AND THE UNIVERSE!) HAS NEVER SEEN! JEEPS — TRUCKS — CANNON — FLAME-THROWERS — HAND GRENADES — it took CITIES — DANCE HALLS — SPORTS — TOBACCO FIELDS — PIG FARMS SUCH AS THE WORLD HAS NEVER SEEN — TO GET THIS ARMY READY TO MOVE—!!! HUGE BULLDOZERS BUILD ROADS FOR THE ARMY TO CONVERGE ON THE CITY! MEN AND WOMEN — ALL COME — EVERY ONE ON EARTH—!!! THIS IS THE DAY! NOT ONE MISSING! NO BABIES TO WORRY ABOUT FOR THIS 100 YEARS. MUST HAVE HAD HUGE OIL-WELLS TO KEEP THE WHEELS OF INDUSTRY TURNING. UNLESS THEY HARNESSED "ATOMIC NUCLEAR POWER!" CAN YOU IMAGINE THE THOUSANDS OF MILES IT TOOK TO COME FROM AROUND THE WORLD — HUGE BUSSES — HUGE FOOD SUPPLIES! LEAVING AN ABANDONED EARTH!

THEY ARE SURE OF VICTORY—!!!

THEY PULL UP TO THE CITY — FINGERS ON THE TRIGGERS! AND THEN STAND PARALYZED—!!! THEIR FINGERS DROP FROM THE TRIGGERS! WITH SICKENING REALITY THEY REALIZE THEIR "CASE IS HOPELESS!" 1884 GC 487. GC 672.
THEN THEY LOOK TO SEE WHO TO BLAME-!!!

"IT WAS YOU-!!!" EW 282. NOW THE PREACHERS WHO WERE SO PROUD THEY WON THE "MULTITUDES!" Now wish they did not win so MANY as their "MULTITUDES!" TURN AND BEAT THEM INTO THE GROUND-!!!

DURING THE 100 YEARS NONE COULD DIE-!!! NOT ONE!

But now they KILL EACH OTHER-!!! ("UNCONDITIONAL LOVE?") (HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET-???) "WITH THE FURY OF DEMONS-!!!" 1884 GC 487. GC 672. "FIRE!" OUT OF GOD OUT OF HEAVEN would not even be needed - They would SLAUGHTER-EACH-OTHER-!!! The "FIRE!" raining down on them - would only HURRY-IT-UP-!!!

I Dreamed Of Heaven

I dreamed of heaven the other night
and pearly gates swung wide,
An angel with halo bright
ushed me inside.

And there to my astonishment
stood folks I judged and labled
As quite unfit, of little worth
and spiritually disabled.

Indignant words rose to my lips
but never were set free.
For every face showed stunned surprise-
not one expected me.

-Unknown Author.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCTOBER 6, 1994

You see this paper was started - SEPTEMBER 16, 1994. Much water has gone under the bridge - since that date. This date (Oct, 6, 1994) is the date we start setting this up ready for PRINTING. So we continue now to bring you up to date - the LATEST. Almost DAILY something NEW is happening. We cannot tell you all - but a "BIRD'S-EYE VIEW" of the HIGH LIGHTS!
"THE GANG OF 40!"

COLIN STANDISH IS THE HEAD of "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" MAGAZINE. RON SPEAR is the EDITOR. He is NOT under the THUMB of COLIN, neither is his AUSTRALIAN TWIN BROTHER - RUSSELL. Look for COLIN to be SET ASIDE and come up - AFTER THE 1,000 YEARS! The SOONER COLIN is out of the PICTURE - the BETTER! He is SPLIT-TONGUED! THE STANDISH BROTHERS RUB SHOULDERS with the HIGHEST OFFICIALS IN THE CHURCH! So if they let a few CATS-OUT-OF-THE-BAG in their EVALUATIONS - we better PAY ATTENTION! I am now speaking about:


RUSSELL STANDISH - page 28. RUSSELL will tell us THINGS - COLIN would NEVER tell us - all he seems to know is "FORD - FORD - FORD!" His OBSESSION became so GREAT - he EXAGGERATED. FORD told him to APOLOGIZE or FORD would take him to LAW! It was the SICKEST "APOLOGY!" I have ever seen. FORD LET HIM GET AWAY WITH IT! THE SAME AS I LET VANCE FERRELL GET AWAY WITH IT -!!!

SOME OF THESE LAODICEAN/PARISEES:

(SR. WHITE IN THE 4 BOOKS OF "1888 MATERIALS!" she called them "PARISEES!" 41 TIMES-!!! And "KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM!" just about as many times!) Some of these LAODICEAN/PARISEES will do ANYTHING to DEFEND/PROTECT "OUR BELOVED CHURCH!" no matter WHAT-THEY-DO-!!! Seem to think it is their BOUNDED DUTY to LIE - to PROTECT-THE-GUILTY-!!! Even to the EXTENT if they "GO-UP-THE-HILL!" to "GREET THE RISING SUN!" with BILLY BABBELING GRAHAM - on EASTER (ASHTORETH!) MORNING! It is NOT - NOT - NOT - keeping "SUNDAY!"

THEY WILL LIE - ONCE TOO OFTEN-!!!

RON SPEAR and RUSSELL STANDISH - are not of that class - you can learn SOME TRUTH - FROM THEM! SUCH AS: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS ARE TURNING FROM THE FUNDAMENTALS OF OUR FAITH "IN HORDES!" (RUSSELL STANDISH TWICE IN OCTOBER 1994 p.29.) "THE SANCTUARY TRUTH has come under the MOST WITHERING ATTACKS. MINISTERS and THEOLOGIANS BLATANTLY DISTORT the clearest TESTIMONY OF INSPIRATION in order to declare that CHRIST "ENTERED THE MOST HOLY PLACE of the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY in A.D. 31."
"THE GANG OF 40!"

There is a "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. 1884 GC 296. But this "MOVEMENT!" comes at a certain "TIME!" and "BEFORE!" the "TIME!" for this GENUINE "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" SATAN will seek to "PREVENT IT, by introducing a "COUNTERFEIT!" Even counterfeit "MOVEMENTS!" "MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS...in the FUTURE!" (Is that why the Devil has made such a RAID against "FUTURISM???" That the WEAK-MINDED have taken to such EXTREMES as "RALPH LARSON!! NEVER INTENDED-!!!)

NO SANE PERSON WILL DENY THAT AN "OMEGA!! WILL "COME!"

Our only concern should be to "RECOGNIZE! it when it "COMES!" or BEFORE it "COMES!" This is the "MODERN REVIVALS!" chapter in BOTH BOOKS. GENUINE "ELLEN WHITE!" Book 4 (1884) and also in "THE URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION!" (1888 or 1991.)

NOT ONE OF "THE GANG OF 40!" WILL LIST THE: "COUNTERFEIT" DOCTRINES AS CATALOGUED AT THE END OF THAT CHAPTER! Just a plain FACT-!!! They will steer all around it - if they do ADMIT ONE - there are others that are "TABOO!" AN UNWRITTEN "LAW!" that they are NOT-TO-BE-MENTIONED-!!! (OR "WHITE-WASH!! THEM-!!!)

SUCH AS WHAT-???

If they are HAMMERING AWAY about a "REFORMATION!" to "COME!" in which they become "STARRY-EYED!" about the "GREAT MULTITUDES!" they will "WIN!" in a "CHURCH-GROWTH!" PROGRAM - you will NOT be very POPULAR nor will they "WELCOME!" you with OPEN ARMS if you show them: "IT IS WRITTEN!!"


A "NEW MOVEMENT!" built on the "SAND!" (WHAT IS "SAND?" "FAITH ALONE!" "FAITH WITHOUT WORKS" "ONLY BELIEVE-!!!"

"NO FURTHER EFFORT!" Deny the "DAILY!" building of a "CHARACTER!" 1884 GC 300-1. GC 471-3. SOP 3:331. RH April 13, 1911. They SLOBBER about "LOVE!" But GOD does not RECOGNIZE their "LOVE!" for it is "SPIRITUALISM!" GC 554 to 558. From "FALSE PROPHETS!" and "RAVENING WOLVES!" EV. 597-8.)

THEIR "LOVE!" and "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!"
is a "HOLY FLESH!"..."SPIRITUALISTIC DELUSION...OF THE ENEMY!" EV. 595-9. (THAT LEADS TO:) "FREE-LOVISM!"..."DARKNESS!"..."SENSUALITY!"..."HUMAN POWER!" (FIND ALL THIS IN EV. 600-3. READ ON-!!!)

AT THE PRESENT MOMENT THEY ARE GOING "BANANAS!"

over "APOSTASY THROUGH THE AGES!" "OUR" (not so "FIRM FOUNDATION!" (SPECIAL ISSUE!) JULY 1994. (This is "THE COLIN STANDISH!" CONSORTIUM. "THE GANG OF 40!" led by a WISHY-WASHY WINDBAG.) ("RUSSELL" can be a "MAN!" if he wants to be.) One looks for FAME and a NAME - the other does not.

RON SPEAR DID A LOT OF HUNTING TO FIND:

T4:89. MARK THE PARAGRAPH IN YOUR BOOK THAT HE LOOKED LONG AND HARD TO FIND TO PLEASE COLIN STAN-DISH. ("OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" JULY 1994, p.18.)

THE CROWNING SLEDGE HAMMER DOGMA:

That in "THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" the BAD-EGGS go "OUT!" of the BASKET - the GOOD-EGGS and the "GOLD!" REMAIN-!!! This is the "ASSURANCE OF OUR SALVATION!" "I AM SAVED!"

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

In choosing this delectable TIDBIT he forgot to go to the next page (90): "SELF-DECEPTION is upon THEM!"...and he (and the "GANG OF 40!" would CERTAINLY NOT go to T4:167:

"THE DESOLATION of JERUSALEM stands as a SOLEMN WARNING before the EYES of "MODERN ISRAEL!", that the CORRECTIONS given through HIS CHOSEN INSTRUMENTALITIES cannot be DISREGARDED with IMPUNITY! (and "IMMUNITY!"..."

"When the PRIESTS and the PEOPLE heard the MESSAGE that JEREMIAH delivered to them in the NAME of the LORD (not "YAHWEH") they were VERY ANGRY and declared that HE SHOULD-DIE!" They were BOISTEROUS in their DENUNCIATIONS of him...ALL THE PEOPLE turned in WRATH upon him who WOULD NOT SPEAK to them "SMOOTH THINGS!" and prophecy "DECEIT!" T4:167. SERIES A:535. (1885.) "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" Book 1:131. Feb. 12, 1880. PK 417.

NOR WOULD "THE GANG OF 40!" show any RESPECT WHATEVER to any who denied their "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" Their "UNCONDITIONAL HATRED!" for showing them "ALL!" the ABOMINATIONS! that be done "IN THE CHURCH!" ("MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!")...But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not THUS SEE!...and "BEGIN!" at MY SANCTUARY!" T3:267. EZEKIEL 9:... RH 2:49. T5:505. GC 609,656.

{Insert Page Two}
"HERE WE SEE THAT "THE CHURCH!"...was the FIRST to FEEL (UNLIMITED-UNCEASING-UNCONDITIONAL "LOVE-OF-GOD?"?)...was the FIRST to FEEL THE "STROKE!" OF THE "WRATH!" OF GOD...("THE GANG OF 40!")..."THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK!...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" (STAYED TOGETHER! SLAYED TOGETHER!) T5:211.

THAT IS WHY THE LORD HAS KEPT HIS WORD: "...to DIVIDE and SCATTER them now - in "THE GATHERING ("SEALING!) TIME!" EW 69. (CALLED "A COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464.) "MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS... in the "FUTURE!" 1884 GC 296.

THIS "COUNTERFEIT!" THIS "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" will show up - just BEFORE "THE LOUD CRY!" (SEALING OF ADVENTISTS - TOP OF EW 271.) ("LOUD CRY!" BOTTOM OF THAT SAME PAGE - EW 271.)

THE "STANDISH CONSORTIUM!" - "THE GANG OF 40!" ARE ALL "HAY-WIRE!" as they DREAM of "CHURCH GROWTH!" "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" When the TRUTH is: When "THE SPIRIT OF GOD IS POURED OUT!" UNBELIEVABLE AS IT MAY SEEM: "THE NUMBERS OF THIS (TRUE) COMPANY HAD LESSENED!" EW 271. ("CHURCH GROWTH?" INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES? ? ? ?)

"THE NUMBERS OF THIS COMPANY HAD LESSENED!" EW 271. T1:182. THIS IS VIOLENTLY OPPOSED BY ALL "GANGS OF 40!" All they have is a "(REFORMATION!) FROM BAD TO WORSE!" "PRESENT TRUTH" p.22. (LEFT OUT OF EW 45.) They MUST BE "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!"

WHAT IF THEY ARE ONLY "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" (Found on TM 16 and not 15 - !!!) The "REFORMATION!" built on "THE SAND!" SM 1:204-5. "MEET IT!" "NO LONGER CONSENT TO "LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST!" TO THE PERVERSION OF TRUTH! UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!"

"SHOW THEM "ALL!" THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!" OR BE "LEFT!" WITHOUT THE "SEAL OF GOD!" T3:267.

IF "SPewn OUT!" MEANS "GOING THROUGH!"

Why would the Lord say they have to "JOIN!" something-???

"EVERY MEMBER OF HIS "CHURCH MILITANT!" MUST... "JOIN!" THE ARMY OF THE LORD!...PROCLAIM THE LAST MESSAGE OF MERCY!" T7:27.
"EVERY MEMBER OF HIS "CHURCH MILITANT!" MUST...

JOIN THE "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" "OUR HIGH CALLING"
p.366. "THE "CHURCH MILITANT!" IS NOT THE "CHURCH

"GOING TO B.C." p.84,45.

"A GREAT MOVEMENT...OUR PEOPLE WERE MOVING INTO
LINE! (THEY DID NOT FORM THIS LINE!)" TM 515. LS 425.

"COME INTO LINE!" 78:41.

WHAT IS THAT LINE - ???

COULD THAT BE A "NEW CHURCH" ??? Suppose the "OLD
CHURCH" is so "ROTten!" there is NOTHING to SALVAGE
THERE! And the Lord calls for a "BRAND NEW "MOVEMENT!"
found in 1884 GC 296. GC 464. (HOW MANY TIMES DO WE
HAVE TO BE REMINDED THAT A NEW "MOVEMENT!" will
"COME!"

SHOULD WE NOT BE INTERESTED
to find out all we CAN - if the "OLD MOVEMENT!" is OBSOLETE
- FINISHED - A "HAS-BEEN!" "DERELICT!" Should we "JOIN!"
the "GANG OF 40I" and BEAT-A-DEAD-HORSE??? "I have
NOT SAT with VAIN PERSONS, neither will I go in with DIS-
SEMBLERS!"..."he that walketh with "WISE!" men shall be
"WISE!" but a COMPANION OF "FOOLS!" SHALL BE "DEST-
ROYED!" FCE 294.

AND IT HAS TO BE AN AWFUL "FOOL!"
That cannot get it through his THICK SKULL that "THOSE WHO
THINK that the "CHURCH MILITANT!" is the: "CHURCH TRIUM-
PHANT!" make a GREAT MISTAKE!" "THE UPWARD LOOK
p.152.

JUST BECAUSE THE REST OF THE CHURCH BEAT THEIR "TOM-TOMS!"

That "THE CHURCH!" is "GOING THROUGH!" CAN WE NOT
FATHOM that there are "SEVEN CHURCHES!" and several
"SHIPS!" - which one "GOES THROUGH??"

"I lately read of a NOBLE SHIP that was plowing its way
across the SEA, when at "MIDNIGHT!" with a TERRIFIC CRASH,
it struck upon a ROCK; the PASSENGERS WERE "AWAKENED!"
only to see WITH HORROR THEIR HOPELESS CONDITION, and
WITH-THE-SHIP they sank - to rise NO MORE. THE MAN (Not
CHRIST!) THE MAN (FOLKENBERG) AT THE HELM - had mis-
taken the BEACON LIGHT!" SM 2:128. "TO RISE NO MORE!"

"ARISE, SHINE! FOR THY LIGHT IS COME...To those who
go "OUT!" to meet the BRIDEGROOM is this "MESSAGE!"
 GIVEN-!!!...While ALL THE WORLD is PLUNGED in DARKNESS,
there will be "LIGHT!" in EVERY DWELLING of the SAINTS!"

COL 420 (430). SM 1:93,413-4.

{ Insert Page Four }

SO "FORD!" IS NOT THE ONLY ONE-!!!
HE IS NOT EVEN THE WORST ONE-!!! IT WAS DONE BEFORE FORD WAS BORN-!!! HE IS ONLY A "COPY-CAT!" COLIN does not like to blame his BUDDY-BUDDY's so he WHIPS "FORD!" in the PUBLIC SQUARE-!!! Does not have the GUTS to tell-the-TRUTH-!!! LIKE THIS:

"RECENTLY, a DEPARTMENTAL LEADER traveled exten-sively THROUGHOUT HIS DIVISION declaring that it-was-not-yet-TIME to preach THE "THIRD ANGEL'S" MESSAGE! He ex-pressed that now-is-the-TIME TO MAKE FRIENDS with CHRIST-IANS-OF-OTHER-FAITHS-!!!" (RUSSELL p.30.)

TRULY THESE ARE "DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK!" T5:211.

AND BACK TO T5:211: "ALL PERISH TOGETHER-!!!" (So she "INvariably SAID!" the "CHURCH!" is "GOING THRU-!!!" "ALL PERISH TOGETHER-!!!" is "GOING THRU-???")

I TOLD SOME ONE IN THE USA ON THE PHONE TODAY:
"THERE'S NO BIGGER LIARS IN THE WORLD TODAY - THAN "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!"

ANOTHER "EYE-OPENER!!"

"incest, adultery, theft, prejudice, murder" shouted an advertisement in the SOUTH WESTERN (U.S.A.) UNION RECORD, July 1994. The book ADVERTISEMENT was written by CLIFFORD GOLDSTEIN, editor of "LIBERTY" Magazine, and published by the PACIFIC PRESS. It states that these VILE SINS are "JUST A SAMPLING of the SINS FOUND in the pews of a CHURCH that describes itself as "THE REMNANT!"" Ibid.

"Yet today we DISFELLOWSHIP LAY PEOPLE who DARE to CRY OUT against these SINS; we DISMISS DENOMINATIONAL WORKERS for similar ANGUISHED PROTESTS and we take ACTION to REMOVE THEIR CREDENTIALS and ANNUL their
ORDINATIONS...while we continue to SILENCE the VOICE-OF-REPROOF, we are DOOMED to FAILURE!" (RUSSELL p.30.)

OUR COMMENTS:

When "CLIFFORD GOLSTEIN" was ELEVATED TO HIGH OFFICE - two things happened: (1) He was made PRIVY to some SOUL-SHATTERING STATISTICS that left him GASPING-!!! (2) Since given such HIGH OFFICE - people FLOCKED to him with their PROBLEMS. That FOLKENBERG and JOHNSSON with their ROSE-TINTED GLASSES ON - GRANDLY IGNORED-!!! Instead of CLIFFORD GOLSTEIN also IGNORING it as they EXPECTED and play his "JEWISH HARP!" in "A-FLAT!" But the LORD PROMISED he would REVEAL to what "CLASS THEY BELONG!" (JUST BEFORE THE END SO ALL SINCERE SOULS CAN "COME OUT OF HER!" TO ESCAPE HER SINS AND PLAGUES-!!!) This was, in fact - what "GREAT CONTROVERSY" the FIRST CHAPTER - was all about-!!! That He would "MAKE PLAIN" to what "COMPANY THEY BELONG!" if He has to send "EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN!" SG 2:201.

WHILE THE CHURCHES AND THE WORLD ARE SCREAMING FOR "LOVE AND UNITY!" THE LORD CALLS FOR "COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATED" REV. 18. It seems most every CHURCH MEMBER, when he faces the problem of LEAVING THE CHURCH - asks "WHERE WILL WE GO-???

ANN HOEBEN REPLY:

ON THE PHONE TO ONE TODAY: "We must LEARN to stand ALONE!...the SOONER we learn this - the BETTER-!!!" EW 105, 120. SG 2:266. CWE 42. Those who HAVE SEPARATED do not find it such a GREAT BURDEN - they find NEW and BETTER COMPANY - that they NEVER KNEW EXISTED - until they STEP OUT by FAITH-!!! FROM ONE END OF THE BIBLE TO THE OTHER: "LIKE ATTRACTIONS LIKE - LIKE APPRECIATES LIKE - AND LIKE BECOMES like LIKE!" (COMPOSITE OF: PP 176. T1:100. T5:136,463,696,705. DA 405,635. MB 2-81.) "BIRDS OF A FEATHER FLOCK TOGETHER!" After being "OUT!" you will WONDER why you did not do it SOONER-!!! "DARE-TO-BE-A-DANIEL-!!!" "DARE TO STAND ALONE!"
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"When the REASONING of PHILOSOPHY has banished the FEAR of God's JUDGMENTS: (MIKE CLUTE-FRED(FOREVER WRONG) WRIGHT) when RELIGIOUS TEACHERS are pointing FORWARD (FOLKENBERG YEAR 2,000 AND BEYOND!) FORWARD to LONG AGES OF PEACE AND PROSPERITY, and THE WORLD are ABSORBED in their ROUNDS...REJECTING GOD'S WARNINGS and MOCKING HIS MESSENGERS, - THEN it is that "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION!" cometh upon THEM, and "THEY!!" shall NOT ESCAPE!" PP 102-4.

YOU ARE NOT MOCKED-???
YOU ARE NOT DESPISED-???
YOU ARE NOT "GOD'S MESSENGER!" YOU WERE "NOT!" SHOWING THEM "ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE-!!!" T3:267.
"ESPECIALLY IN THE CLOSING WORK...THE "SEALING!" TIME-!!!" T3:266, 298.

DO YOU KNOW WHY I PRINTED THE ABOVE-???
I have a DOZEN other things to PRINT - WHY did I print "THAT!"-???
If you have been going to CHURCH - and taken an OATH - that you would do NOTHING to draw attention to YOURSELF - you would be a good little boy or girl - and not DISTURB ANYBODY - "NEUTRAL-!!!" Then you are NOT THERE-!!!
You are NOT ALIVE-!!! Your "NAME!?" in HEAVEN is on the BURIAL LIST - are you AWAKE-???
Do you KNOW what is going ON-???
ARE THESE VITAL SUBJECTS OF NO INTEREST OR CONCERN TO YOU-???
You have NO FEELINGS-???
You DO NOT CARE if the one NEXT TO YOU is being LED ASTRAY-???
YOUR MAIN (and ONLY-!!!) CONCERN is your MEMBERSHIP - and somehow you managed to HANG on to it when you saw the CHURCH "GOING-TO-THE-DOGS!" But you WEATHERED EVERY STORM and "HUNG ON!!" to that precious "MEMBERSHIP!" your DIRECT TICKET TO HEAVEN-!!!

THERE ARE SOME THINGS -

BESIDES MONEY-!!! That will be THROWN to the MOLES and the BATS-!!! YOU COMPROMISED - YOU DEFECTED - (YES, YOU DID-!!!) YOU DEFECTED - to maintain your MEMBERSHIP!
Oh! What a sorry EXCHANGE-!!! Your NAME in HEAVEN is listed as "DEAD!!" (But not FORGOTTEN! HEAVEN has a SURPRISING amount of PATIENCE - and still HOPES you come BACK to the land of the LIVING-!!!)
TO WITNESS - to show that you are ALIVE!! You must "SHOW THEM "ALL!" THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!" You do that and there's NO QUESTION about your precious "MEMBERSHIP!" To throw "HOLY TERROR!" in them, in all the LARGE CITIES OF NORTH AMERICA - there are more "EX-MEMBERS!" than "MEMBERS!"

THEY FRANKLY SAY:

It's "CHEAPER!" to win back the "OFFSHOOTS!" and how to MANAGE it? What won the World - ought to win - "ADVENTISTS" DES FORD has found the SECRET - "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED!" JULY 1993. Three times in that MAGAZINE - the "LOVE" of GOD is no longer just "UNLIMITED!" to keep up-to-date! It is now "UNCONDITIONAL!!" p.5,7,8. "...because you are NOT under "LAW!" but under "GRACE!" p.5. (HOW "BABY-LOVER" CAN YOU GET-???)"

ANCIENT CHINESE PROVERB (INVENTED IN GRAND FORKS!):

"SHOW WHAT YOU ARE AGAINST - AND YOU SHOW WHAT YOU ARE FOR!"

"IT IS NOBLE TO HAVE CONVICTIONS! - IT IS IGNORANCE TO HAVE NONE!"

"CONVICTIONS MAKES ONE WISE - IGNORANCE IS THE BRAND OF THE FOOL"

"THE ONE BELIEVES AND ACHIEVES - THE OTHER QUESTIONS AND DECEIVES!"

"THE WISDOM OF THE TRUE SAGES - HAS BEEN NEEDED FOR MANY AGES!"

"HE THAT WALKETH WITH WISE MEN SHALL BE WISE - BUT A COMPANION OF FOOLS SHALL BE DESTROYED!"

PROVERBS 13:20
COMING BACK TO "FAITH!" - AS IT IS IN THE INDEX


DO YOU SEE WHAT IS HAPPENING--?? SATAN HAS DEVELOPED A CAREFULLY FABRICATED BATTERY OF ARGUMENTS AND AMMUNITION through the centuries and young inexperienced Adventists encouraged and given "MINISTERIAL CREDITS!" (A BIGGER CHURCH - HIGHER SALARY - MORE HONOR - a more "FASHIONABLE!" WIFE - suitable to his "STATION!"
He has EVERYTHING (except HEAVEN!) GOING FOR HIM IF HE OBTAINS A "DOCTORATE!" by GOING to "BABYLON!" - imbibing "BABYLON!" - dreaming "BABYLON!" - LYING-LIKE-THE-DEVIL THAT HE'S NOT FULL OF "BABYLON!" - push out the HONEST ADVENTIST PREACHER - and "NEW-MODEL-THE-CAUSE!" DRIVE ANYONE "DOWN!" and "OUT!" who OBJECTS to the STUFFED SHIRT-!!! DRIVE 25% OUT-EVERY-10-YEARS!
With the COLLUSION of "THE BIG THREE-!!!" (FROOD-ANDERSON-RICHARDS!)

THE SOLUTION-!!!

Had they stayed home from Church some SABBATH with a few SINCERE FRIENDS and gone to the INDEX AND FOUND "PRESUMPTION!" is SATAN'S "COUNTERFEIT!" for "FAITH!" DA 126. GW 260. T1:231. And if you were not HOPELESSLY ENMESHED in BABYLON LORE - you might have REMEMBERED THAT the "COUNTERFEIT!" comes "FIRST!" before the Lord orders a "NEW MOVEMENT!" (NEW CHURCH-!!!) to APPEAR on the "LUKE-WARM HORIZON-!!!" (FIND HER IN YOUR GC 464 to 473. 1884 GC 294 to 302.)
THOSE WHO CAME FROM AUSTRALIA - 1959-60 JANGLING AWAY ABOUT "THE CURSE OF WORKS!" - "NO EFFORT!!" - REFUSED THE 1844 "MOST HOLY PLACE!" MINISTRATION and AVOWED WHAT ALL THEY FOUND EVEN CLEAR OUT OF THE SANCTUARY-!!! CLEAR OUT-!!! IN THE "OUTER COURT-!!!" REMEMBER RDB CALLING YOU TO "COME TO THE DOOR!" OF THE "SANCTUARY!" (And THEY had something to say about "FORD-???") Well, we had a LONG WAIT - but did you see the END of that CHARADE-??? Do you even know what the "END IS?" That "BRINSMEAD (your HERO-???)" wrote in "THE CHRISTIAN NEWS!" - "GOODBYE RELIGION!" - and F.F.BRUCE ECHOED HIM-!!! "GOODBYE RELIGION!" We said "GOODBYE!" to HIM - right from the START-!!! And were YOU one of those we had to FIGHT-??? What did you see in that APE - besides "CHARISMA!" - "OCCULT POWERS!" - "SPIRITUALISM!" - "MES-MERISM-HYPNOTISM!" Certainly NO "RELIGION!" ONCE YOU GIVE IN TO OCCULT POWERS - the next time is "EASIER!" WATCH YOURSELF-!!!

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω

HIS THEORY OF RELIGION BESIDES A GREAT "SHOW!" AND "BLUSTERS!" was as EMPTY as a FLOUR BARREL with BOTH HEADS OUT-!!! SG 2:47. You wouldn't LISTEN THEN but were swept along with the EXCITEMENT - will you LISTEN NOW-???

LISTEN TO THIS:
SEND UP YOUR PETITIONS WITHIN THE SECOND VEIL-!!! EW 32,36,42-3,48,56,78,250-1,254-6,260-1,1280-1. EV. 633.

WE HOPE WE WILL NEVER - NEVER - NEVER - give that up.
If you are TIRED of HEARING IT - GET OFF OUR MAILING LIST!
WE THRILL WHEN BELIEVERS WRITE AND SIGN OFF:
"IN-THE-MOST-HOLY-PLACE-!!!"
AMEN.
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A 2-HOUR PROGRAMME ON AIDS WAS AIRED ON "CTV" - SEPT. 4th - 8:00 p.m. They are dealing with a "PERMISSIVE SOCIETY!" They know there is NO WAY to control them - so their FORMULA is for "SAFE SEX!" (WITH MULTIPLE PART-NERS!) Their FORMULA is as DEADLY as the DISEASE! (ACCORDING TO INFORMATION THAT WE OBTAIN!)

GET ON THE MAILING LIST OF:
"DR. WILLIAM CAMPBELL DOUGLASS" - "SECOND OPINION" - POB 467939, ATLANTA, GA 30346-7939. (DO NOT BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU READ!) (SEPARATE the WISE from the LOONIES!)

Let's take this over to RELIGION. What if you are PERSUADED (by an IDIOT-!!!) of "SAFE RELIGION" by "FAITH ALONE!" In BOTH CASES thrown into the JAWS-OF-DEATH by "LOVE UNLIMITED OR UNCONDITIONAL!" - and you WAKE UP TO: both are "CONDITIONAL!" That you were "BAMBOOZLED!" - "TRICKED!" and you are on "DEATH ROW!" How you would WISH and PRAY - that you had taken NO-ONE'S-WORD-FOR-IT-!!! But had STUDIED-FOR-YOURSELF-!!! Does this make SENSE to you-??? Then DO IT-!!!

Do you see the LOVE-SICK BROAD OF HOLLYWOOD throw out "KISSES!" and say "I LOVE EVERYBODY!" Do you put the GOD OF THE UNIVERSE - in that same CATEGORY-???

"LOVE UNCONDITIONAL-???
HIS LAW IS NO LONGER - "CONDITIONAL-???
NO WONDER FEW WILL BE SAVED-!!!

WE CAN TELL THEM LIKE WE TELL THE "HELL-BELIEVERS!" "YE KNOW NOT WHAT YE BELIEVE!" If they SAW what they BE-LIEVED - they COULDN'T-BELIEVE-IT-!!! They would draw back with "HORROR!" from their "PRESUMPTUOUS IDEAS!" They only believe the TRUTH - with their "FINGER-TIPS!" Better start to get MORE-!!!
THE UNIVERSE WOULD COLLAPSE AROUND OUR EARS -

If the "LOVE!" of GOD WOULD BE "UNCONDITIONAL!"

I cannot imagine the King of Apes that would give vent to such a DOGMA-!!! HEAR THIS: "THESE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. (Are you "TOGETHER!" with such a "LOVE-SICK CULT-???")

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCT. 9., 1994

IF "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" starts out with the "DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM!" and IF that HISTORY WILL Be "REPEATED!" only this time it will be MUCH WORSE-!!! I know I have WRITTEN on this AGAIN and AGAIN and I KNOW that those that BELIEVE the TRUTH and WANT the TRUTH will WELCOME a REPEAT of "HISTORY IN ADVANCE!" which means "PREDICTIONS OF THINGS TO COME!" (PROPHECY!) (FUTUREISM!) "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!"

IF THIS IS GOING TO BE SUCH A CRUCIAL HAPPENING

As to effect MILLIONS and BILLIONS of PEOPLE - and if that 1st CHAPTER ends up with a WARNING that GOD will give "SIGNS!" of when to "FLEE FOR YOUR LIFE!" OUT - OUT - OUT! of that "SYNAGOGUE!" of SATAN and if the JEWS WAY BACK THEN - CURSED anyone that OBEYED CHRIST and "FLED OUT-!!!" And NOT ONE OF THEM LOST THEIR LIVES! for the ANGELS OF GOD went WITH them and PROTECTED THEM-!!! And the GUARDIAN ANGELS will do the SAME THING NOW for those who FLEE "OUT!" as the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 38: "FLEE-FROM-THE-WRATH-TO-COME-!!!"

AND IF SOME "SOFT-IN-THE-HEAD-!!!" AGENTS OF THE DEVIL - assure the CHURCH and the WORLD that there is "NO WRATH COMING!" because the "LOVE-OF-GOD!" is now "UNCONDITIONAL!" (NO "CONDITIONS-??!?" JONES IN SM 1:377.) HE "LOVES!" THEM while HE holds their HEAD under WATER in the FLOOD-!!! HE "LOVES!" THEM while HE sets FIRE to their TAIL in SODOM and GOMORRAH-!!! HE "LOVES!" THEM while HE gives them "THE 7th GREATEST HORROR!" in the World in the "DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM-!!!" HOW ABOUT TELLING THE TRUTH FOR A CHANGE-???

NOT ONLY DID THE "URIAH SMITH" GANG IN 1883 CHANGE THAT TO:
"SO HE HAS WARNED THE WORLD!" YOUR 1888-1911 GC 37. BUT ALSO REACHED THEIR GRIMY PAWS IN THERE TO YOUR GC 616 WHERE GOD GAVE THE EXACT TIME WHEN TO "FLEE!" (1884:445.) AND PRINTED SIX WORDS: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD WILL THEN..." YOUR GC 616. AND THE NEXT WORD WAS "FLEE!" WHICH THEY REFUSED TO PRINT THERE WHERE IT BELONGED - BUT PUT IT 10 PAGES AWAY-!!! WHICH YOU CAN SEE WITH YOUR OWN EYES-!!! (FROM 616 TO 626!) AND THEN CALL US DIRTY "NAMES!" IF WE TELL YOU ABOUT IT AND "PROVE!" IT SO YOU DO NOT KNOW THE "TIME!" WHEN TO "FLEE!" TALK ABOUT "TAKING OUT OF CONTEXT-!!!" THEY ARE PAST MASTERS AT THAT-!!! WE ARE TO ACCEPT THEIR SKULDUGGERY-?? NOT-ON-YOUR-LIFE-!!! NOW YOU CAN FACE THE FUTURE - "BLIND-!!!" JUST AS BLIND AS THEY ARE-!!! BLIND - DEAF - AND DUMB-!!! "These "DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK... ALL PERISH TOGETHER-!!!" 75:217. (YOU THINK WE WILL CRY BIG CROCODILE TEARS IF YOU DO NOT LISTEN-??? FORGET IT-!!! ALL WE ARE WORRIED ABOUT IS TO GIVE YOU THE FACTS AND THE WARNING - YOU TAKE IT FROM THERE-!!! YOU CAN, IF YOU LIKE - RETIRE WITH A STRING OF OATHS! BUT THAT WILL HARDLY HELP YOU IN "THE TIME OF WRATH AND TROUBLE!")

THEN YOU WILL HAVE A "STRING OF OATHS!" FOR THOSE WHO LED YOU ASTRAY! EW 282. GC 656. BUT THAT WILL HARDLY HELP YOU - EITHER-!!! "TODAY IS THE DAY OF SALVATION!" NOT "TOMORROW!" "TOMORROW NEVER COMES!" MAKE YOUR PEACE WITH GOD - "TODAY-!!!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCT. 10, 1994

CONTINUING THE THEME OF THE "DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM!" BEING REPEATED AND "HIS PEOPLE!" HAVE TO "FLEE!" (AGAIN!) OUT OF THE "HOLY CITY!" TO SAVE THEIR LIVES -

AND THE "ANGEL GUARD!" MAKE SURE THEY MAKE IT-!!!

Do you REALIZE - DO YOU FEEL - THE IMPORT - THE IMPORTANCE - THE DEATHLY CERTAINTY OF THEIR "DESTRUCTION" IF THEY DO NOT FLEE-!!!

WHY DID SO FEW (ALMOST NONE!) FLEE THE FIRST TIME-???

WERE THEY NOT "ROCKED TO SLEEP!" BY FALSE LYING PROPHETS AND CHURCH LEADERS-??? WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADD TO THE DIN OF THE FALSE LYING PROPHETS AND CHURCH LEADERS
OF OUR DAY - who REPRESENT the "HOLY CITY!" as the ONLY SAFE PLACE - and then have to WAKE UP! (TOO LATE!) that it is a "DEATH TRAP!" And the ONLY ONES SAVED will be those who FLED "OUT!"

THEY LOOK WITH HORROR AT THOSE WHO "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
WE LOOK WITH HORROR AT THOSE WHO REMAIN "IN!" "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"

(THIS WAS NOT WRITTEN IN A CORNER - it was in PLAIN SIGHT since 1882-!!!)

T5:211 (And 20 MORE!)

WHAT WE ARE INTERESTED IN - think of the NERVE - the DIABOLISM! - of those (THEN AND NOW!) who "LEND THEIR INFLUENCE!" to KEEP-THEM-IN-!!! To be LOST-FOR-SURE-!!! LEAVING A TRAIL OF DEATH BEHIND THEM-!!! PAYING THE WAGES OF THE DOOMED AND DAMNED FALSE LYING LAODICEAN FALSE PROPHETS-!!! SOME CLAIMING TO BE "REFORMERS-!!!" WHO "REFORM-!!! - NOTHING-!!!" ACTUALLY "WORSE!" THAN THE CHURCH/SYNAGOGUE-!!! Because they CLAIM to have "MORE LIGHT-!!!" "BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND!" NOT ONLY DO THEY HOLD THEIR PEOPLE IN "DARKNESS-!!!" BUT THE "DARKNESS!" is so DENSE it is "IMPENETRABLE-!!!" CQL 414 (423). But THEY (BIG HEROES! are going to "PENETRATE IT-!!!") STANDISH-OSBORNE-WIELAND-GROSBOLE-COTTRLE-TUCKER-KNIGHT-FERRELL - just about EVERY ONE-!!! Have a FORMULA of how to TURN THE APOSTASY AROUND-!!! (TY GIBSON-HOEHLER-"THE GANG OF 40!"
NOT-ONE-OF-THIS!) will ADMIT this is "MISSION IMPOSSIBLE-!!!" DOES NOT THE LORD SAY SO-???

"DARKNESS - IMPENETRABLE!" CQL 414.

Will you dare stand up there - and "CHALLENGE!" the very GOD-OF-HEAVEN-???


"IT IS NOW-!!!"

"IT IS NOW" that we must WASH OUR ROBES OF CHARACTER and make them WHITE in the BLOOD OF THE LAMB. IT IS NOW that we must OVERCOME...IT IT NOW that we must AWAKE and
make DETERMINED EFFORT FOR SYMMETRY OF "CHARACTER!"
"TODAY! IF YOU WILL HEAR HIS VOICE, harden not your
HEARTS!"...WHAT ARE YOU DOING, BRETHREN, in the great
"WORK!" (CURSE OF "WORKS--???) "THE GREAT "WORK!" of
PREPARATION--???. Those who are UNITING with the WORLD
are receiving the WORLDLY MOLD and PREPARING for "THE
MARK OF THE BEAST!" Those who are DISTRUSTFUL OF SELF,
who are HUMBLING THEMSELVES before GOD and PURIFYING
their Souls by OBEYING the TRUTH - these are receiving the
HEAVENLY MOLD and PREPARING for "THE SEAL OF GOD!" in
their FOREHEADS!" T5:215-6.

"IN THEIR FOREHEADS!"

Do you realize what this is SAYING--???. THOSE SAVED -
those "SEALED WITH THE SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD--!!!" Have
the "SEAL!" the "STAMP!" "...144,000 having HIS FATHER'S
NAME "WRITTEN!" IN-THEIR-FOREHEADS!" REV. 14:1; 22:4. It
seems this SPECIAL CLASS "TRANSLATED TO HEAVEN WITHOUT
SEEING DEATH!" EW 164,283,15,30,31. FOUND ONLY UNDER
THE "CHURCH PHILADELPHIA!" REV. 3:12; 14:1; 22:4. CARRY
THAT "NAME!" IN-THEIR-FOREHEADS THROUGHOUT ETERNITY!
As a SPECIAL CLASS - that have NEVER DIED!! These are
"THE REMNANT!" These are "THE OUTCASTS!" ISA. 10:20;
11:11-2; 37:31; 56:8. JER. 8:2; 11:23. They have a SPECIAL
TEMPLE built just for THEM! EW 19. Their "NAMES!" in "LET-
TERS OF GOLD!" EW 19.

JUST IMAGINE-!!!

So clearly SHOWN in GC 606-8 - as the present CHURCH
LEADERS make a PLAY to UNITE with the WORLD - THROW
THOSE IN JAIL WHO OBJECT! Just see what it says in these
pages - their "UNCONDITIONAL HATRED!" SEE IT: GC 608
(426). And do they ever RELENT--???. NO! They keep their
HATRED right through "SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" Out to "GET!!
the SAINTS - and FINALLY - when they FIND THE CAMP - have
them BOXED IN-!!! WAITING FOR MIDNIGHT - for THE DEATH
DECREE that they made with their CATHOLIC LAWYERS
(MAGEN 1,2.) When "SUDDENLY-!!!" the SAINTS are "GLORI-
FIED!" Their FACES SHONE SO BRIGHTLY - the "SYNAGOGUE
OF SATAN!" could not LOOK ON THEM!

JUST BEFORE THAT - they TRIED to SLAY THE SAINTS BEFORE
THE DECREE HOUR! SO FULL OF RAGE AND THE DEVIL-!!! But
then we have these BEAUTIFUL WORDS:
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"THIS WAS IMPOSSIBLE!!!" EW 283.

THEN YOU KNOW WHAT HAPPENS—??? They see their CASE IS HOPELESS and you remember they "BOW AT THE FEET OF THE SAINTS!!" EW 15,124. WTF 12,15. But there was ONE REFERENCE that said a LITTLE MORE, I could not find it after SEARCHING FOR HOURS—!!! FINALLY! found it! BECAUSE of their UNRELENTING HATRED—"UNCONDITIONAL—UNENDING HATRED—!!!" The Lord will "MAKE THEM!!" "MAKE THEM!!" "MAKE THEM!!" to come and "COME AND WORSHIP BEFORE—!!!" "THE SAINTS' FEET—!!!" OH! THIS IS GREAT—!!! WHAT A LET DOWN THIS WILL BE FOR THOSE SNOTTY, HAUGHTY—SELF-RIGHTEOUS LAODICEANS—!!! NOT ONLY THAT, but as I was LOOKING for that REFERENCE, I found "While the CLOUD was passing from the HOLIEST to the EAST, which took a NUMBER-OF-DAYS, the SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN WORSHIPPED AT THE SAINTS' FEET!!" MARANATHA 287, 1846 BROADSIDE. (LAST FEW WORDS.) WHAT A HUMILIATION FOR THESE PROUD "NEED OF NOTHING!!" PHARISEES to thus be "MADE" to WORSHIP at the PHILADELPHIAN 144,000 SAINTS' FEET—!!! "A NUMBER-OF-DAYS!!"

CAN WE IMAGINE—???

What will go through their minds THEN—!!! The SAME after the 1,000 YEARS they PREPARE FOR WAR (for 100 years — ISA. 65:20.) They come up to the City (To TAKE it! SAME OLD SPIRIT! FORCE!) DO THEY REPENT—??? NO, NOT ONE!! They PREFER the COMPANY they are in. Just to PROVE to the UNIVERSE — that their case is HOPELESS!! THEY CHOSE THE WRONG LEADERS. Now they turn and BEAT THEM INTO THE GROUND! OH! THIS IS GREAT—!!! "With the FURY of DEMONS they turn upon them, and there follows a scene of UNIVERSAL STRIFE!!" 1884 GC 487. GC 672.

(THOSE DEVILS MAD TO TURN THEIR PAWS IN HERE -

AND CHANGE THAT—!!! SLUM-GULLIONS!! TRASH!! CALL THEMSELVES "MINISTERS OF THE GOSPEL!!") The GREAT "FROOM!!" CURSED "INDEPENDENCE!!" but "THEY!!" are "INDEPENDENT OF GOD, AND HE CANNOT USE THEM—!!" 15:80.
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"ON THE EDGE OF SURVIVAL" - A "WORLD VISION" FILM

[June 16, 1990]

Shown in Canada - asking $27.00 a month to sponsor a child somewhere in the World. When seeing a Picture like this - naturally so many things race through your mind. A village with a dirty cell-pool from which they obtain their drinking water. "WORLD VISION" and many other RELIEF AGENCIES move in and drill wells for clear water. The cell-pool breeds WORMS that enter the body and grow up to 3 feet long - before they emerge through a festering sore or ulcer. CLEAR WATER will prevent this infestation. If that would be all.

ONE HAS TO BE APPALLED AT THE IGNORANCE

The cell-pool of water means there is water there. WHY do they not DIG a WELL so the water is not from a living SEWER - from MAN and ANIMALS - the first move by civilized people would be to DIG A WELL - and keep it clean. So we send in "WELL DRILLING RIGS" to get them clean cool water. And the PROGRAMME gives you to understand - that saves the situation.

ONLY TROUBLE IS - WE HAVE SEEN OTHER PROGRAMMES

Some of them multi-million $ DOCUMENTARIES sponsored by the Canadian Government which REVEALS - SCENE (1) The scene as shown - the whole village EXUBERANT at the finding of "WATER." SCENE (2) - A year later - even only 6 months later - the PUMP broke down - simple to repair in a civilized country - but not here. The IGNORANCE and the HELPLESSNESS (Where to get simple REPAIR PARTS-??? Who will supply the money for the parts? Who has the ability to pull out the pump and repair it?) It almost seems necessary for these BONE-DUMB PEOPLE - to have repair crews come around periodically to see if everything is functional - otherwise they will be RIGHT BACK - scooping up WATER out of the CELL-POOL. LOVES LABOR LOST.

THEN YOU LOOK AT THE MAJOR CAUSE

of this Refugee problem - CIVIL WAR - "COMMUNISM ENCROACHMENT." STOP THE WAR and you STOP THE MISERY. How can that be done-??? "UNITED NATIONS!" Often they make it WORSE! So these "RELIEF AGENCIES" end in a SHAMBLES - one main one was so shot through with CORRUPTION - that the needy natives received VERY LITTLE of it...what to do about THAT-???
WELL, OF COURSE - WE KNOW THE ANSWER

Turn to true Christianity and God. Ah! How many in the World - turn to God - ??? Yes! I feel sure it is safe to say - "ALL OF THEM!" NOT ONE sufferer nor Relief Agency Official - NOT ONE OF THEM but seeing the HORROR - knows that the God in Heaven sees it also. ARE THE CIVILIZED people who want to help - are they MORE "HUMANE" than GOD-??? UNTOLD MILLIONS THINK SO. Now "YOU" are a believer -

WHAT IS YOUR ANSWER - ??? WHY DOES NOT GOD ACT - ???

You say He should. You think He should - You go to Church and hear that God is MERCIFUL - the Adventists say His "LOVE!" is "UNCONDITIONAL!" FORD-BRINSMEAD say His "LOVE!" is "UNLIMITED!" Now He certainly has the POWER to step in and put a STOP to all this MISERY. That is not the question. The question is:

WHY DOES HE NOT DO IT - ???

There was no better answer ever given - than given in the ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOKS that URIAH SMITH left on the shelf - refused to sell. PLAGIARIZED his own brand of books so that ELLEN WHITE WROTE - "URIAH SMITH - you have virtually rejected ALL the Testimonies!".............

AGAIN THE QUESTION - ???

Why did not God CUT-HIM-DOWN-!!! Good riddance of bad RUBBISH! Calling in ELIJAH with his trusty SWORD. So there we come to the age-old question - never answered BETTER than in the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" and yet ADVENTIST after ADVENTIST - never heard of it - !!! THE QUESTION IS:

WHY ARE WE HERE - ???

(A) SATAN (LUCIFER) challenged the Government (LAWS) of God. HE COULD DO A BETTER JOB - !!! The UNIVERSE would be much HAPPIER - much FREER under "NO LAW!" Our "CON-SCIENCES" would ever guide us right! Can you answer THAT QUESTION-??? FEW CAN...There are men in this World of SUPERIOR INTELLECT - there was a group of them that met every year - some place on the globe. I think this one meeting was in IRELAND - these people do not THINK like ordinary people - they do not give QUICK and GLIB replies -
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they PONDER - DEEPLY - like playing CHESS. What if I say... (NO. That's no good!"") Well then what if I take that attitude... (NO. That will not do because...) (B) Early in this get-together to solve all World problems - they pondered this question back and forth and came up with ONE REPLY - THEY DID NOT KNOW...THE WISEST MEN IN THE WORLD - did not know. WHY ARE WE HERE...???

WE SAY CATEGORICALLY -
As long as you have HELL TORMENT THEORIES sloashing around in your brain - there is NO ANSWER to why are we here! There CAN BE no answer. FAR BETTER if we had never been born - than to be born WITHOUT OUR CONSENT - without our PERMISSION - lay a set of rules before us and live according to them or else - GOD TO HELL!!! That's it plain and square. As long as that mind entertains the BLASPHEMY OF SATAN - HELL-TORMENT THEORIES - there can be NO ANSWER to WHY ARE WE HERE - ???. So to hear some FIGHER speak of BARNHOUSE (Who by the way died with something STILL WRONG in his HEAD - he died on the operating table) For a so-called "BELIEVER" in the truth of the Third Angel's Message - to speak of DEMENTED HOLY HELL PORK PRIESTS as a "CHRISTIAN" and a "GENTLEMAN!!" Or for the WOODEN HEAD of the "REFUSE and HAROLD" to speak of the BEAST as an "OBVIOUS GENTLEMAN!!" - with NUNS hanging in CHAINS around the World - or as the DOPES who now EULOGIZE the "FREEDOM" of Religion in and under RED BOLSHEVISM - who are DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE for this "ON THE EDGE OF DISASTER!!" - or the BLOODY HAND OF COMMUNIST CHINA or RU-MANIA or SOUTH AMERICA - to see the PERSON - like STALIN or ROOSENFELT or CHURCHILL - as a PERSON who LOOKS human - his eyes blink - seems NORMAL - but leaving a TRAIL of HORROR and DEATH around the World - IGNORING the "WORKS!!" and IGNORING the "FRUITS!!" but ye shall know them only by their "WORDS!!" (PROFESSION-FAITH ALONE!) is IGNORANCE and STUPIDITY ALONE!

OR TO MEET LEADERS OF OTHER CHURCHES
paying NO REGARD as to their BELIEFS - and URGING the GOVERNMENTS to issue LAWS to stop "HATE LITERATURE" or JOIN the NCC or the WCC - whose SLOGAN is NOT to make "PROFESSORIES" - as their religion is as good as yours...and then tell the World - "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT..." and pass an Autumn
Council resolution - to teach "IN COMMON" with the OTHER CHURCHES - CONDEMNED STRAIGHT and CLEAR in GC 443 to 445, 606 to 608 - these are NOT "BELIEVERS!". They are "HAS BEENs!". They have LOST their "FIRST LOVE!" and have been DELUDED by the Devil - And if you care to look it up - that is EXACTLY the "LANGUAGE" you will find in the now DEFUNCT - "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." You cannot have "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" and be found EULOGIZING the other Churches with "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT...(SATAN!)"..."WILL NOT ALLOW THE TRUTH to be spoken from THEIR PULPITS!" So if the ADVEN-TISTS find such, "FRIENDS" among the KILLER - BLOODY REV-OLUTIONARY COMMUNIST CONTROLLED WCC by a STUPID "PUBLIC RELATIONS" ADVENTIST from the CANADIAN UNION in VANCOUVER, B.C. - it is only because these "FRIENDS!" may have only their collar on BACKWARDS - this DUMB ADVENTIST DOG THAT WILL NOT BARK - but BOASTS of how many "FRIENDS!" he finds in the WOLF PACK - who funnel MILLIONS into REVOLUTIONARY CAMPS - "NO QUESTIONS ASKED!" at how they spend that money. THAT DUMB DEVENICH from the "PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT." - does not speak for us - NEVER! And that is the whole point.

"A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.28 IS THE ANSWER!

That gives the HISTORY of the WORLD from BEGINNING to END ...SEVEN GENERATIONS or DISPENSATIONS - each one is marked by a "CLOSED DOOR." What does "CLOSED DOOR" mean - ??? It tells you PLAINLY! Could not be any more PLAIN - that is why they REJECT it - would not print it for 25 YEARS! A CLOSED DOOR MEANS - God REJECTS that DISPEN-SATION and OPENS THE DOOR to another PEOPLE with another LEADERSHIP. NO PREACHER WOULD TELL YOU THIS "BECAUSE ...the Lord chose OTHERS...And then these LEADERS...act like men who have LOST THEIR REASON!" TM 69,70. (WHAT ELSE DOES "TRADEMARK" MEAN but "then these LEADERS...act like men who have LOST-THEIR-REASON-!!!")

BRING IN THE GUILLOTINE!

That ought to teach them a lesson! We could not do it even with full CONTROL of the PULPIT - the PRESS - all the INSTI-TUTIONS - spending MILLIONS to HARASS the "INDEPENDENTS" at their meetings - that did not do - no. They had to RESORT TO CIVIL COURT ACTION. Many are asking - "HOW MUCH IN Bribes - ???" "WHOSE MONEY - YOURS?" The "DISSIDENT
in DOCTRINE or in MEDICINE – spends his OWN MONEY!!! THE ESTABLISHMENT CRUSADER reaches into YOUR POCKET and uses YOUR MONEY – to do his DIRTY WORK – so in the Books of Heaven it is recorded that "YOU!" are to BLAME for what is done with "YOUR MONEY!" No. The "ABSOLVING" you from blame – is ROMANISM – not CHRISTIANITY. And your REFUSAL to accept that SIMPLE FACT – you will be TONGUE-TIED and SILENT – come JUDGMENT DAY – you will be CROWNED in where you chose to be – ONE with your LEADERS. FCE 482.
SESSLER'S DILEMMA
[April 13, 1990]
"GATHER YE FIRST TOGETHER THE TARES - {AND AFTER THAT} - THE WHEAT."
MATT. 13:30.

THE KEY
"AND AFTER THAT..." That implies that "GATHERING! #(1)" - is COMPLETE - gone right into the OMEGA

BEFORE - BEFORE - BEFORE
"GATHERING #(2)" - this is then referred to as a "WAR!" And so it reads in EW 69. "IN THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD!" IN BLAZING TECHNICAL COLOR IN T8:41.

THE FINAL SEA-SAW FOR POWER -
"THE ELLJAH MESSAGE." - ELIJAH would NEVER have made it - without the DIRECT INTERVENTION of God. HE WAS SUR-ROUNDED - CORNERED - FINISHED. "MAN'S EXTREMITY IS GOD'S OPPORTUNITY." No wonder it is called a \"CRISIS\" "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" ALL THE FORCES OF EVIL - ("THE OMEGA!") LED BY ADVENTISTS. "JOINERS..."

1914 - "JOINED" KIAER BILL
1939 - "JOINED" CATHOLIC HITLER
1973 - "JOINED" BILLY GRAHAM

Took care of WIELAND with a BRIEZE of HONOR and POSITION - shut his mouth - 1950. The ENGINEERING and INTRIGUES of FROOM! - the MASTER GURU. He played it to the end. THE END OF FROOM - 10,000 NEWS MEDIA AND CHURCH MEDIA REPORTS - BILLY GRAHAM FIASCO - "PIERSON" HIMSELF SAID - "NO LATTER RAIN!" Nothing but a BIG DRIP - All he got was a LIGHTNING BOLT - eyed each other in their soggy tent - ONE RELIGIOUS WRITER - THEN ANOTHER - THEN AN AVALANCHE OF REPORTS OF THE MASSIVE "FAILURE!" MILLIONS OF $'s spent by CHURCHES all over America - all for NOTHING! "NO LATTER RAIN!" The General Conference President of SDA - "BRETHREN!" What went WRONG - ??? Brethren what went WRONG - ??? Will some one please tell us?"

I SAW THAT THIS WAS PUT ON HIS DESK - (JER. 3:3)
HE REPLIED - (DID NOT MENTION MY NAME) - and SCREAMED IN TERROR - for the "DEAR BRETHREN" - (AS "KING SAUL" IN THE DAYS OF ISRAEL CONFRONTED BY THE PROUD BOASTING GIANT GOLIATH) - so KING SAUL PIERSON - still had "FAITH" in his ARMOR - hiding behind "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" - some one else to confront the POWERS OF EVIL - ??? CONSOLIDATED - CONFEDERACY - SOME ONE ELSE - ??? Yet it was written in TM 70 - "OTHERS!" When the Lord NEVER-!!! calls "OTHERS!" Or as written in T5:80-1 when He has "NO USE!" for the LEADERSHIP in the "SHAKING TIME!" (Find all that in this reference!) His people will be "AS DAVID!" NO! NEVER! Let's SADDLE him down with "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!" he must venture forth with our HEAVY ARMOUR ON - !!! But DAVID cast it all aside - WHAT A MAN! ANOINTED BY SAMUEL IN SECRET - !!! And the forces of Israel stood in AMAZEMENT - as little DAVID ventured forth -

AND THIS IS A FIT ILLUSTRATION OF T5:80-1

THE VERY WORDS - !!! "LIKE DAVID-!!!" ONE ALONE - FIVE STONES FROM THE BROOK - only needed ONE-!!! He "HAN" to meet the GIANT PHILISTINE - and then the picture CHANGES - KING SAUL - "GENERAL CONFERENCE PRESIDENT" - TREMBLING IN HIS TENT FOR FEAR OF THE BOASTING PHILISTINE - now becomes "VERY BRAVE!" - to try to kill "DAVID!" And so we see "KING SAUL" - DEMENTED WILSON GOING TO LAW-!!! CLOSING IN TO "PROTECT" HIS "GOOD NAME!" WHAT "GOOD NAME?" CALLING ON WORLDLY "LAW!" (AS DID THE JEWS IN OLD JERUSALEM - HAULED CHRIST BEFORE THE ROMAN LAW! THE ROMAN LAW SAW NOTHING WRONG WITH HIM - BUT "GOD'S PEOPLE" WOULD TOLERATE NO "USURPER" ("OFF-SHOOT!") to take their place like CHRIST and His Disciples DID-!!! WHAT AN INSULT to the HIGH-PRIEST and his "TRADITION!" WHAT-!!! PUSH HIM TO ONE SIDE - ??? NEVER! NEVER! NEVER!)

THEY WILL FIGHT TO THE DEATH - !!!

To "PROTECT!" - their "GOOD NAME!" 75% of their HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL PANEL - is 100% BABYLONIANS - !!! COWERING under "GREEKS - TURKS - JEWS - ATHEISTS - RULED BY HOMOS" - this MOTLEY CREW leading them to the KINGDOM - !!! JUST LIKE THE BEDRAGGLED "SENSELESS MOB" LED BY ONE OF HIS OWN - "JUDAS" - took Him captive - with SHOUTING and NOISE and "CELEBRATION!" as they dragged Him before the COURTS-!!! - 52 -
LED BY THE "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY" ASSOCIATION! LIKE JUDAS - MADE A DEAL WITH "RED BOLSHEVIK" "TALMUDIAC TRADITION!" And then what-?? Did you FORGET-?? We do not forget -

CHINESE PROVERB - INVENTED IN GRAND FORKS:

"He that sics on UNKNOWN DOG - better have LONG LEGS TO RUN - !!!"

♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥

TALMUD JUDAISM APPEALS TO ROMAN LAW - to get rid of Christ and His Apostles.

SCENE TWO -

RED BOLSHEVIK "LAW!" - turns AGAINST being LED by JEWS-!!! AS ROMAN LAW TOOK AFTER JEWISH "HOLY CITY!"

AND HERE WE STAND TODAY -

IS IT SAFE - IN THE CITY - or "OUT!" And here is where SESSLER falls on his face - he wants to "GATHER" the "WHEAT!" - he uses the very word - "FIRST-!!!" YES! It is written by "ELLEN G. WHITE!" YES! some of it is AUTHENTIC! Yes! She did say "GATHER the WHEAT - from the TARES!"

YES! YES! YES! EVEN SO - !!!

That is NOT the question - the question is - "WHEN-???

WHEN THEY HAUL YOU THROUGH THE COURTS - THREATENING TO DO IT WORLDWIDE-!!! "INTERNATIONALLY!" And THAT is when the Lord gives -

"ORDER #(2)!" - !!!

HE IS ABOUT TO WIPE THIS "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" FROM THE FACE OF THE EARTH - !!! AND SO GIVES THIS "LAST SAVING MESSAGE!" If you did not see - were TOO BLIND TO SEE IT - the direction this "SYNAGOGUE!" of Rev. 3:12 - TM 16 - and 20 other references - if you were TOO BLIND to see - as MILLIONS of OTHERS SAW - and got "OUT!" of there - but you HUNG ON - stayed with that "LEADERship" with "ROT ten TIMBERS" - and that CRAFT and all its CREW - is about to HIT A ROCK! THE ROCK CHRIST JESUS - is about to bring them to a SUDDEN DEVASTATING "HAULT!"

AND A FEW - ONLY A FEW - NOT TOO BRIGHT -
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DID NOT GET "OUT!!" YET — the GATES are about to be CLOSED
— NO ESCAPE — !!! IN MERCY HE GIVES ONE LAST CALL
— called "MIDNIGHT CRY!!" — BEFORE THE "SUNDAY LAW" and
"LOUD CRY!!"

"GET OUT OF THERE — !!!"

YES! The "WHEAT" is indeed "GATHERED!!" INTO THE "BOOK
OF LIFE!!" ON CONDITION — there is always a CONDITION! On
CONDITION they LEAVE THE HOLY CITY BEFORE THE GATES
ARE CLOSED — NEVER TO BE OPENED AGAIN — !!! And right
there they CHANGED the WRITINGS—!!! RIGHT THERE—!!!

WHERE SESSLER WENT OFF THE DEEP END

"GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES...

AND AFTER THAT — THE "WHEAT!"

SESSLER WROTE IN HIS "WHEAT AND TARES" -
That "WHEAT" is gathered "FIRST!!" — we recognized AT ONCE!
That this is URIAH SMITH "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM!!" When
this was pointed out — he becomes ABUSIVE and DEMANDS us
to "FOLLOW HIM!!" — and his "TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH)
ADVENTISM!!"

HE WILL NOT BUDGE ONE INCH — !!!

NEITHER WILL WE. We do not now drop everything we have
taught for 50 YEARS to now go BACK to URIAH SMITH —
CATHOLIC — JUDAIC — BABYLON "TRADITION" — which URIAH
SMITH OPENLY SAID was from CARDINAL (CATHOLIC) GIBBONS
— BISHOP (PRESBYTERIAN) NEWTON — and what he does not
say — he COPY-CATTED (PLAGIARIZED) from BOURDEAU who
borrowed his IDEAS from TALMUDIC JUDAISM!!

IN WHICH THE GLORIOUS "LAST CHURCH!!"
Gives the "LOUD CRY!!" and receives the "LATTER RAIN!!" And
all who DO NOT go along with that JUNTO — CABALA and
MONOLITHIC COMBINE — are the "TARES" that went "OUT!!"

WE BELIEVE THE TRUTH IS JUST THE OPPOSITE — !!!

THE SEALED 144,000 SAINTS are the ones who obey the cry —
"Go ye OUT!!" — "COME OUT!!" of Her — MY PEOPLE!!" or PAR-
TAKE of their SINS and RECEIVE of her PLAGUES!
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THE SEAL OF GOD DEPENDS ON -

"SHOWING THEM "ALL" THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!" And the FIRST and the WORST "ABOMINATION!" is that this motley crew of "JOINERS!" - is going to WIN over those who REFUSE TO "JOIN!" And that is it in a NUT-SHELL!

WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON - ???

AHAB and JEZEBEL - ??? EASTER and X-MASS? DRUGS and WAR - ??? HOMOS and LESBIANS - ???

AS WE SEE THE "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" CLOSING IN -

and we KNOW what is coming on the CHURCH and the WORLD - we know we will be "MARKED" if we do not line up with the "ADVENTISTS!" For they became TIRED of the SLOW PACE of the AMA - the NCC and the WCC - they have now taken over the LEAD - to LEAD the World - to be the "HEAD!" and not the "TAIL!" of a MONOLITHIC GARGANTUAN COMBINE of POWERFUL FORCES - for a while it was JUDAISM - then ROMANISM - now it is a COMBINE -

"NEW AGE - ILLUMINATI"

That take in ALL COMMERS - "EVANGELISM SELF-POWER!"

---

ACCORDING TO SESSLER - THIS IS THE "GATHERING" -

"FIRST!" of the "WHEAT!" And the ones who go "OUT!" are the "TARES!"

JUST THE REVERSE OF THE TRUTH - !!!

TARES GATHER - TARES STAY RIGHT THERE-!!! YOU WILL NEVER GET THEM "OUT!" "OUT!" is the "PEOPLE OF GOD!" This is the LANGUAGE of the BIBLE from one end of it to the other! There is NOTHING so WONDERFUL about being a "NEUTRAL!" - "CARELESS!" - "INDIFFERENT!"

ONE STATEMENT THAT OUGHT TO STAGGER THEM TO THEIR KNEES -
DA 183. LIKE A THUNDER-BOLT-!!! STUDY FOR YOURSELF-!!! JOIN A BREAK-AWAY MOVEMENT! As did God's people in all times past. FLOOD - SODOM - JERUSALEM - REFORMATION - 1844 - IT IS WRITTEN -
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"I saw ONE after ANOTHER - "LEAVE" the company who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST - (They were in the RIGHT PLACE!) - and go and "JOIN!" those before the (VACATED) THRONE - (in the WRONG PLACE!) - and they AT ONCE received the "UNHOLY INFLUENCE" of SATAN!" 1846 BROADSIDE (Last Section.) LEFT OUT - !!! of EW 56. They did not think it MATTERED - and they do not think it matters - not to this day!"

EVEN THOUGH THE SOP LIKENS IT TO -

"CRUCIFYING" THEIR SAVIOUR! LIKE THE JEWS - they couldn't care less! EW 261. Why do we write this - ??? THE POWER OF ASSOCIATION-!!! Do we have to do - as the "SENSELESS RABBLE" does? We cannot be different - we cannot break away - ??? As the CROWD that stayed OUTSIDE of the Ark? TOO ASHAMED to be DIFFERENT - ??? Afraid of the MOCKERS-???. As is so clearly seen in EW 69. SEPARATE as God commands - or they will "ASSASSINATE" your character. ALRIGHT - be afraid of that - and the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS will "ASSASSINATE" - YOU! (Not just your "CHARACTER!")

GOD DOES NOT CARE - ???

He made a way of escape - the ARK. He was ready to "DESTROY!" the WHOLE WORLD - and save only Eight Souls. Only NOAH'S IMMEDIATE FAMILY - NOT ONE OTHER! NOT ONE! So we better pay attention to these words: "The Angel is to place a "MARK!" - (FUTURE TENSE! IT DID NOT SAY - in 1889 - that the SEALING ANGEL "IS!" (PRESENT 1889 TENSE!) is placing that "MARK!" but He "IS TO!" place that MARK!)

X X X X X

"The Angel "IS TO!" place a "MARK!" upon the forehead of "ALL!" who are SEPARATED "FROM!" SIN and SINNERS - and the "DESTROYING ANGEL" will FOLLOW (FUTURE TENSE!) will FOLLOW to slay UTTERLY - both OLD and YOUNG! T5:505.

THIS "ONE" REFERENCE PUTS AN END TO -

MIKE CLUTE and GERMAN REFORM - and the WHOLE ADVEN-
TIST CHURCH - ALL who say it does not matter if the "PLACE!" of His "SANCTUARY" is "CAST DOWN!" or TRODDEN "UNDER-
FOOT!" Daniel 8:9-13; 9:16-27. All that follows is "THE
ABOMINATION OF DESEOlATION!" Dan. 11:31. DA 152. SG
2:201. RH 2:255. T5:13-4,511. WE-CANNOT-SAY-THAT-WE-
WERE-NOT-WARNED - !!!
WE HAVE A CLEAR CHOICE -

FOLLOW THE CROWD - as they did in the days of Noah - or the "MULTITUDES" of ADVENTISTS from the LEAST to the GREATEST - that "DEMAND" God to "FOLLOW THEM!!!" as "ONE AFTER THE OTHER!!" - go and bow down before the VACATED THRONE - !!! Might as well throw in the sponge and keep "SUNDAY!!" also. PARDON ME! That is EXACTLY what they ARE doing come EASTER or X-MASS and now setting up "SUNDAY-KEEPING SDA CHURCHES!!" "CELEBRATION" TYPE!!

Somehow or other - it does not seem to me that God will FOLLOW them around that GOLDEN CALF! Somehow it does not seem He will be IMPRESSED with their "CELEBRATION"! We assume those on our Mailing List are acquainted with the VANCE FERRELL PAPERS. Him and the STANDISH CONSORTIUM have a DIFFICULT TIME - now that "LOR" (MASS MESMERISM!) is taking place - to STILL tell people to GO-TO-THAT-CHURCH on account of some URIAH SMITH MYTH - that "SPAWN OUT" means anything else but what is revealed in T6:408. (Perhaps you missed this:) (SEALING! and FOUR WINDS let go!)

"...when God shall bid His angels LOOSE-THE-WINDS - there will be such a scene of STRIFE - as NO PEN CAN PICTURE!" Tc:408. (PEACE IN EUROPE - ????) (OR AMERICA - ????) (OR TEL AVIV - ????) PEACE ONLY IN THE CAMP OF THE SAINTS - !!!

X X X X X

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCT. 7, 1994

THE LATEST FROM VANCE FERRELL. "NATURE OF CHRIST" WM #553. "There are HUNDREDS of STATEMENTS in the Spirit of Prophecy about how Christ took the very NATURE we have - "OUR SINFUL NATURE!" Then he claims he gives the MOST COMPLETE "COLLECTION!" of the relevant REFERENCES.

LET ME SAY TWO THINGS:

(BECAUSE THEOLOGIANS AROUND THE WORLD DO NOT AGREE THAT "CHRIST!" HAD A "SINFUL" NATURE-!!! They are so put out about that - they want to HEAR NO MORE from that "CRAZY WOMAN-!!!") So the question is: "DID SHE MAKE THAT STATEMENT-???" VANCE SAYS: "YES!!" I SAY: "NO!!"

WELL - VANCE FERRELL "PROVES" IT - !!!
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NO, HE DOESN'T - !!! He only "PROVES" it is in the WRITINGS! But WHO PUT IT THERE ??? VERY - VERY FEW STATEMENTS SAY WHAT VANCE FERRELL SAYS THEY SAY.

FALLEN HUMAN NATURE - YES. But not "SINFUL!"

"the LIKENESS of SINFUL FLESH!" IS-NOT-SAYING-HE-HAD- "SINFUL" FLESH! It is "LIKE" SINFUL FLESH in that "SINFUL FLESH!" had so DETERIORATED - WEAKENED - INFIRMITIES OF DEGENERATED HUMANITY - FALLEN CONDITION - MAN'S FEEBLE FACULTIES - HEREDITARY WEAKNESS - HE ACCEPTED THE "NATURE!" OF DEGENERATE MEN - but not the "SINFUL!" PART-!!! NEVER-!!!

THAT WORD WAS "ADDED" BY "BRIGHAM SMITH!!"

LOOK UP THE RECORD. "SINFUL!" did NOT appear when SOME ONE ELSE was IN CHARGE - ONLY WHEN HE WAS IN CHARGE!

"We cannot EXPLAIN the GREAT MYSTERY...IN CHRIST, DIVINITY and HUMANITY WERE COMBINED. DIVINITY was NOT DEGRADED to HUMANITY; DIVINITY HELD ITS PLACE...WE CANNOT UNDERSTAND IT...He was GOD in HUMAN FLESH... (at times) DIVINITY FLASHED THROUGH HUMANITY!" "QUESTIONS ON DOCTRINE: p.648-9. (FOUND IN "BIBLE COMMENTS" BOOK.)

"He was to take His position at the Head of HUMANITY by taking the NATURE, but NOT-THE-SINFULNESS OF MAN!" QD 651. "We should have NO MISGIVINGS in regard to the perfect SINLESSNESS of the HUMAN NATURE of Christ." SDA BC 5:1151. QD 651. "BE CAREFUL, EXCEEDINGLY CAREFUL as to how you dwell upon the HUMAN NATURE of Christ!" QD 651.

"AVOID EVERY QUESTION IN RELATION TO THE HUMANITY OF CHRIST which is liable to be MISUNDERSTOOD. TRUTH LIES CLOSE to the TRACK of PREJUDICE. IN treating upon the HUMANITY of CHRIST, you need to guard STRENuously-EVERY-ASSERTION...IT IS A MYSTERY THAT IS LEFT UNEXPLAINED TO MORTALS...THE INCARNATION of CHRIST has ever been, and will EVER REMAIN - A MYSTERY. (I think we should leave it - RIGHT THERE BECAUSE;) ...let every human being be WARNED from the ground of making CHRIST ALTOGETHER HUMAN, such an one AS OURSELVES; for it CANNOT BE!" SDA BC 5:1128-9. QD 652.

IMAGINE MY HORROR -!!!
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WITH THESE WORDS STARING US IN THE FACE - FRED (FOREVER WRONG) WRIGHT - spouting off that between us and Christ "THERE IS NOT A HAIR'S BREADTH DIFFERENCE!" CAN WE LOOK IN THE HEAVENS - STARS - SUNS - GALAXIES - WORLDS WITHOUT END - ALL THE CREATURES ON LAND, IN THE SEA, IN THE AIR - designed, controlled, sustained by the HAND of the CREATOR and this FLEA - this SPECK of PROTO-PLASM - can rear himself up and between HIM and CHRIST "There is not so much as a HAIR'S BREADTH DIFFERENCE!!" Somebody should have KNOCKED HIS TEETH OUT - RIGHT THERE!!! IMAGINE HOEHN BEING TOLD TO SEND HIM AN OFFERING-!!! SEND HIM A BOMB-!!! "HE WAS ONE WITH GOD!!" QD 653. "HIS GODLIKE NATURE!" QD 659. "We should have NO MISGIVINGS in regard to the PERFECT SINLESS of the HUMAN NATURE OF CHRIST!" SIGNS OF THE TIMES, June 9, 1898. QD 658. SDA BC 5:1131. (WHAT A BLESSED FEELING TO SEE THIS IN PRINT!)

(NO! VANCE DID NOT GIVE US EVERYTHING!!!)

(THE HORROR OF MAKING HIM ALL MAN - WILL STAY WITH ME FOR HOURS-!!!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCT. 8, 1994

I hesitated to RECOMMEND this BOOK to you, but I hesitate no longer. "THE SERPENT AND THE CROSS." (Religious Corruption in an Evil Age.) COPYRIGHT 1944 by ALAN MORRISON. ISBN 0 9520410 4. K&M BOOKS, 47 Eleatham Road, BIRMINGHAM (GREAT BRITAIN) B15 2LY. (They say if you send them an AMERICAN #20.00 BILL - they will send it - RIGHT NOW!) This may be against the POSTAL LAWS of your COUNTRY - to be sure - send them a MONEY ORDER (But make SURE it is in AMERICAN $'s.) I am not SURE - but I think they GUARANTEE it if you send it back UNMARKED in good shape - they will RE-FUND your money. I said: I-AM-NOT-SURE! (I think in three months time.)

THAT WOULD BE NO GOOD FOR ME -

For if I read a book - I have to MARK IT! But you could look in the "TABLE OF CONTENTS" and see how they treat your INTEREST. I did - first off and looked up "HELL C28.0" And found he uses his own brand of TERMINOLOGY - but he is as RIGHT as RAIN. (At this moment I am up to p.272 of this 637 page book.)
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WHY SHOULD YOU GET THIS BOOK - ???

This is NOT for the CASUAL SURFACE READER - it is ONLY for the one who is NOT going to be DECEIVED by the ERRORS and ISMS of this LOST AGE! But for the ELECT - it will be a TREASURE: I may as well tell you - RIGHT OFF-!!! LIKE VANCE FERRELL - he REPEATS and REPEATS and REPEATS! It is called "AN ENCYCLOPEDIC EXPOSÉ" (and that is what it is).

HOW THE CHURCHES AND THE WORLD ARE HEADING:

For a "ONE WORLD ECUMENICAL "NEW AGE" CHURCH" and a "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT!" "ONE WORLD ORDER!" How the WORLD is being SEDUCED and MANIPULATED by SHAMANISM - MESMERISM - SPIRIT-GUIDES - MASTERY OF "POWER!" - WITCHES - WIZARDS - SORCERY - DEMONIC FORCES where least expected - leading, as ELLEN WHITE WARNED-!!! To "FREE-LUVISM!" T8:292-9. The HALLMARK of EVERY ONE of SATAN'S "ISMS" The "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" and "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" Expect the "SENSELESS MASSES!" to fall for it. "LOVE AND UNITY!" When GOD'S LAST MESSAGE IS: (As always has been-!!!) "COME APART and be ye "SEPARATE!" (REV. 18.)

"THE LOUD CRY!" 1884 ORIGINAL GC 421.

See how they "IMPROVED!" IT - YOUR GC 603. STUDY IT OUT - VERY CAREFULLY-!!! (What else was CHANGED! besides the TITLE-???) This SAME SUBTERFUGE has been going on IN- EVERY-CHURCH and EVERY GOVERNMENT and POLITICAL PARTY - coming RAPIDLY to a HEAD-!!! We do not have much TIME to give the WARNING - until they CLAMP DOWN-!!! We can say NOW - what THEN we could say - only at the RISK of our LIVES-!!! (And LIBERTIES!) Already the FINING and JAILING is GOING ON - led by "ADVENTISTS-!!!" (He does not say that but see GC 442-445; 470-473; 554-562; 606-608. READ WITH YOUR EYES OPEN THIS TIME!) SOON ADVENTIST CHURCHES WILL BE FILLED WITH "SIGNS AND WONDERS AND POWER!" AND "HEALINGS!" FLYING SAUCERS AND SATAN IN PERSON-!!! GC 624,625. (AFTER SDA PROBATION IS CLOSED) BEFORE THAT TIME - a "NEW MOVEMENT!" will "COME!" GC 464 (296). STARTED by those NOT GOING TO CHURCH ANYMORE T8:251. Who will want to LISTEN to THEM-!!! For THEY are the "OUTCASTS!" ISA. 10:20-3,25; 11:11-2; 37:31; 56:8. JER. 8:2; 11:23. PSA. 147:2. EZEKIEL CHAPTER 6. RH 5:398.

THE CHURCH HAS NO USE FOR THEM - THEY HAVE NO USE FOR THE CHURCH-!!!
YOU THINK - PERHAPS - THAT THIS DOES NOT CONCERN -

"THE CHURCH???" I am now up to p.282 of this 638 page book. He seems not afraid of ANYBODY! He takes after modern (GODLESS) PSYCHOLOGY/PsYCHIATRY. It would be AMAZING if he did not have "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" at his RIGHT HAND - for he is saying "THE SAME THINGS!" He is saying (as Sr. White said!) that there is NOT A HINT in the BIBLE for CHRISTIANS to seek HELP from GODLESS "PSYCHO- THERAPISTS!" At the FRITZ ALSETH MEETINGS IN SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA - BILL PARKS made a call for any who had "TRAUMATIC/NEUROTIC" PROBLEMS to give their EXPERIENCES - we were AMAZED where all these people came from that would not let the MICROPHONE GO as they gave their ENDLESS RECITALS of what they PASSED THROUGH-!!!

I HAD A HARD TIME TO GET AHOULD OF THE MICROPHONE AND FRITZ ALSETH APPEARED AT THAT PSYCHOLOGICAL MOMENT when I said he appointed me (BILL PARKS WAS FURIOUS-!!!) to give this WARNING: "THE SCIENCES of PHRENOLOGY (SHAPE OF THE HEAD) PSYCHOLOGY, and MESMERISM (HYPNOSIS!) have been the CHANNEL through which SATAN has come more directly to this generation, and wrought with that "POWER" which was to CHARACTERIZE his Work NEAR-THE-CLOSE-OF-PROBATION." READ 2 THESS. 2:8-12. SG 4:80.

"THE THEORY of mind CONTROLLING mind was originated by SATAN, to introduce HIMSELF...NONE is a more DANGEROUS DECEPTION, NONE more CERTAIN to separate man from GOD - than is THIS...tend to their DESTRUCTION, NOT to their RES- TORATION...SATAN will ENTER to take POSSESSION both of the MIND that is given up to be CONTROLLED BY ANOTHER; and of the MIND that CONTROLS. FEARFUL is the POWER thus given to EVIL-MINDED men and women." MH 2443.

"We are to RESIST everything of the KIND! We are not to TAMPER with MESMERISM and HYPNOTISM...it is a SCIENCE which you are IN NO CASE TO HANDLE!" MM 110-1. "I was sent from place to place to declare the FALSEHOOD of this SCIENCE...THIS SCIENCE must not be allowed a PARTICLE of standing room in our SANITARIUMS!" MM 113-4. "NEVER should the FIRST PRINCIPLES of it be brought into ANY INSTI- TUTION!" MM 116. "...it is a POWER that will YET WORK with ALL SIGNS and LYING WONDERS...the FOUNDATIONS of SPIR- ITUALISM ARE LAID!" SM 2:352. "FEARFUL WAVES OF FANAT- ICISM WILL COME!" SM 2:47.
"ALAN MORRISON" IN HIS BOOK - "THE SERPENT AND THE CROSS!"

PREDICTS the SAME WARNING - the step by step developments now taking place that will soon bring on the "CRISIS!" We had in our OSHAWA MEETINGS - SEVERAL "ADVENTIST MINISTERS!" who held "AFTER MEETINGS!" LED BY "FRED ALLABACH!" ("THIS IS NO WAY WIN SOULS!") He took them down to his place in OHIO to show them how it is done. Then they went across the NATION - "WE ARE GODS!" (A MAJOR PART OF THE WARNINGS OF THIS BOOK!) Three of them got "CANCER!" ONE of them DIED ALREADY! SESSLER was WITH them - he was NOT heard to say ANYTHING against it. HE PRACTICED "MIND-CONTROL!" He tried it on ME!!! SO DID FRED ALLABACH! The LORD is reserving HIM for something "SPECIAL!" "MIND-CONTROL!" was also tried on me by "FRITZ ALSETH and RON WOLF-!!!" YES! I think it be well to get this book and read here a little and there a little until you come to "SOURCEROUS APPRENTICES" p.245 - and SEE how much you can FIND that is being TAUGHT by the LEADERS OF THIS CHURCH-!!! THEY GIVE THE LAST MESSAGE ??? How do they manage THAT when they do not even KNOW - WHAT IT IS-!!! TM 300 and 507. They will SHOUT IT FROM THE HOUSE-TOPS! TM 300,507.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCT. 18, 1994

I would not care if I dealt 100 times on this question, anything I can ADD to it - is WELCOME. It only puts to an END - the whole Adventist Religion.

HOEHN - !!

If you can do THAT - you'll have to go some! YES! I WILL-!!!
But it is SIMPLE-!!! I did not say it puts an END to "RELIGION!" Just SOME - "RELIGION: THE ADVENT RELIGION!"

WELL, HOW ARE YOU GOING TO DO THAT-???

That's what I'm here for - THAT is why I am still ALIVE-!!! There are MANY who would WISH me DEAD - LONG AGO-!!! Yes! and maybe when I get done with this PAPER - they will WISH ME - TWICE DEAD-!!! For if I have my way about it - I will back the LUKEWARM LAODICEAN IN A CORNER - that he will be "LUKEWARM!" NO LONGER! HE WILL BE ROULING-!!!

- 62 -
HE SHOULD BE BOILING-!!! BUT NOT AT ME-!!!

Let's take it - STEP by STEP-!!! See if you can deny - ANY OF THIS-!!! EVEN ONE SENTENCE-!!!

(1) I am going to PLUNGE - RIGHT INTO IT! NOT WASTE ONE SENTENCE-!!!

(2) SR. WHITE WROTE "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" DO YOU BELIEVE THAT BOOK-???

(3) WHICH ONE DO YOU BELIEVE-??? 1884 ORIGINAL? - 1888? OR 1911-???

(4) YOU THINK THEY ARE THE SAME-??? YOU WILL NOT THINK SO FOR LONG! THEY ARE ALL DIFFERENT-!!!

(5) JUST DIFFERENT ENOUGH TO LOSE YOUR SOUL OVER IT! HANG ON! IT WON'T TAKE LONG-!!!

(6) THE FIRST CHAPTER DEALS WITH "THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM" - RIGHT-???

(7) WE DON'T HAVE TO LEAVE - THE FIRST CHAPTER-!!! THIS IS IT IN A NUT SHELL-!!!

(8) I WILL NOT BORE YOU WITH DETAILS - I ASSUME YOU KNOW THEM-!!!-??? WHAT DO YOU KNOW-???

(9) YOU KNOW this is the WONDER of the WORLD! It is the GREAT METROPOLIS! THE CAPITOL CITY!

(10) THE CENTER OF TRADE AND COMMERCE! ONLY ONE THING WRONG-!!! IT IS IN BONDAGE TO ROME-!!!

(11) To throw off the ROMAN YOKE - is the BLOOD OATH OF THE JEWS-!!! THAT IS WHY THEY SAID:

(12) "GIVE US BARABBA!!" A REVOLUTIONARY - ARMS GATHERER/SMUGGLER. TROUBLE MAKER.

(13) RIGHT AFTER THE HEART OF THE JEWS-!!! THAT IS WHY THEY CRUCIFIED JESUS-!!!

(14) HE DID NOT ACT - LIKE "THE KING" THEY EXPECTED! HE TOLD THEM - IF THEY REBELLED:

(15) It would only make matters "WORSE!" THEY WOULD NOT WIN! THEY WOULD LOSE-!!! BECAUSE:

(16) THEY WERE ENSLAVED because of their SINS! If they were given MORE POWER! It would only:

(17) GO TO THEIR HEAD-!!! They would be TWICE AS ARROGANT - as they are NOW-!!! REPEAT:

(18) It would ONLY MAKE IT WORSE-!!! In no way were they going to BELIEVE THAT-!!!

(19) BELIEVE IT OR DON'T BELIEVE IT-!!! IT HAPPENED! "ONE OF THE SEVEN GREATEST HORRORS OF THE WORLD-!!!"

(20) WHAT IS SO IMPORTANT ABOUT THAT-??? THAT HISTORY WILL BE REPEATED!! ONLY THIS TIME:

(21) IT WILL BE "WORSE!" THE LORD HIMSELF WILL DESTROY THEM-!!! IN SPITE OF MIKE CLUTE! AND: - 63 -
THE "ADVENTISTS!" OF 1987-8. WILSON - EVA - HAMMILL - MAXWELL OF LLU - FRED (BEGUILLE) WRIGHT-!!!

NOW WE COME TO THE REAL CRUX OF THE MATTER-!!!

THEY CHANGED THE WRITINGS-!!!

1884 GC 38 IS NOT THE SAME AS YOUR GC 37. NOT-AT-ALL-!!! AND SO THEIR "URIAH SMITH!" -

GAVE US THE ADVENTIST/LAODICEAN/TRADITIONAL/HISTORICAL "CONFEDERACY OF EVIL-!!!"

THE ANTI-TYPE OF PHARISEE/SADDUCEE/SCRIBE - HYPOCRITES/VIPERS/BLIND/FOOLS/WHITED SEPULCHRES!


"It is a FEARFUL THING to be SELF-DECEIVED. SAID THE ANGEL: POINTING TO THOSE IN THE:

(ADVENTIST) OFFICE: "EXCEPT YOUR "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" SHALL EXCEED THE "RIGHTEOUSNESS" OF:

"THE SCRIBES AND PHARISEES!" ye shall IN NO CASE enter into the KINGDOM OF HEAVEN!"

(AND THEN MARK THESE WORDS IF YOU THINK "WORKS! DO NOT MATTER! REV. 22:12 SAY THEY DO!)

"A PROFESSION IS NOT ENOUGH-!!!" THERE MUST BE A WORK...!!!" T3:193. (IT TOOK ME TWO HOURS:)

"TO FIND THIS REFERENCE!" "THE CHURCH (BATTLE CREEK CHURCH) STOOD AS PHARISAICAL STRANGERS...

"SOME OF THE YOUTH...WHEN THESE RETURN HOME, THEY ARE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH THAT WHEN:

THEY CAME TO BATTLE CREEK!" T3:197. (ARE YOU AWAKE - ADVENTIST-???) DO YOU SEE WHAT THE:

LORD IN 1872! THOUGHT OF YOUR "URIAH SMITHS!" - "FAITH ALONE!" THAT HE PICKED UP IN:

1848 to 1851 at "PHILIPS (BABYLON) EXETER ACADEMY" (SEMINARY!) "HE MAINTAINED AN ALMOST:

UNBROKEN CONNECTION WITH THE (BABYLON) INSTITUTION UNTIL THE DAY OF HIS DEATH!" p.1200.

SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA VOL. 10. YOU NEVER THOUGHT YOU WERE BASING YOUR RELIGION ON A HOPELESS:

DRUNK! (E.W.NASH IN R&H FEB. 19, 1976. BEGINNING p.1.) NO WONDER HE COULD WARBLE-TWITTER:

COMPOSE A PLEASING MUSICAL RENDITION TO PUT THE CHURCH ASLEEP IN THE CRADLE OF CARNAL:

SECURITY ALMOST EQUAL TO SOME TODAY WHO MAKE THAT THEIR STUDY ALSO. THE MAJORITY GO FOR:

IT NOW AS THEN! BEAUTIFUL "FAITH ALONE!" SLEEP IN THE SHADE - NO EFFORT-!!! GC 471 (300).

THIS IS WAKING UP TIME! A STORM IS COMING - "WE HAVE NO TIME TO LOSE!...A STORM IS COMING..." - 64 -
"RELENTLESS IN ITS FURY!...THE PERILS OF THE LAST DAYS...ALREADY THEY HAVE COME!!!

"NOW IS THE TIME TO PUT FORTH "EARNEST EFFORT TO OVERCOME!!!" T8:314-5. (OR DIE! T1:181.)"

IN OLD "JERUSALEM!" THEY WERE NICELY SETTLED: "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" BUT A CRY:

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" GET OUT OF THERE!!! THIS IS A "DEATH TRAP!"

NOW READ FOR YOU LIFE!!! THE DESTRUCTION OF "THE HOLY CITY!!" WILL BE REPEATED!!!

WHAT DOES IT SAY - 1884 GC 38. THE SAME AS IN YOUR GC 37???. WHO ARE YOU KIDDING???

DOUBLE-SPACING ON TWO PAGES OF ORDINARY PAPER - SOME WILL CHANGE THEIR LIVES AND FLEE!!!

TRUTH THAT YOU KNOW IS TRUTH - JUST AS WELL AS WE KNOW IT IS TRUTH!!! BUT YOU PREFER:

THAT "NO EFFORT! DRUNK!" (I WAS GOING TO USE ANOTHER WORD BUT WEBSTER SAYS IT PLAIN!)

IF YOU PEOPLE CAN LOOK AT ORIGINAL TEXT: 1884 GC 38 and say that is the SAME AS GC 37!!!

YOU MUST BE FAR GONE!!! THE ONE SAYS: THIS IS "A WARNING TO HIS PEOPLE!!! THE OTHER:

"YES! I CHECKED IT 100 TIMES!!!" "SO HE HAS WARNED "THE WORLD!!! THAT "THEY-!!!"

"MIGHT MAKE THEIR ESCAPE-!!!" YOUR GC 37. (NO CHANGE-??? NO DIFFERENCE-???) YOU WILL:

LOOK US IN THE EYE AND SAY THAT-???. YES, WE HAD IT HAPPEN-!!! AT "ANN'S PLACE-!!!"

PROGRAMMED BY A DIE-HARD LAODICEAN "PREACHER!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCT. 21, 1994

IF THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 38 - (THE LAST PAGE OF THE FIRST CHAPTER) - THE "DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM!!!" - ("THE HOLY CITY!!!") IF THAT "DESTRUCTION!!" IS GOING TO BE "REPEATED!!"

IF "THAT!!" DESTRUCTION was one of "THE SEVEN WORST HORRORS OF THE WORLD-!!!" AND IF THIS COMING "CAUSE-!!!" will be: "RUIN FAR MORE TERRIBLE THAN THAT WHICH CAME UPON "JERUSALEM OF OLD-!!!" 1884 GC 441.

ONE REASON FOR THIS IS BECAUSE THIS "COMING RUIN!!"
WILL NOT BE JUST ON "ONE CITY!" ALONE - but this "RUIN!" will be "ON THE WHOLE WORLD!!!" "THERE ARE FORCES NOW READY, AND ONLY WAITING "THE DIVINE PERMISSION!" TO SPREAD "DESOLATION EVERYWHERE!!!"

NATURALLY THE QUESTION WOULD BE: "WHAT WOULD BE "THE DIVINE PERMISSION--???
"AND WHEN WOULD THAT BE?" WHAT - WHY - WHEN - WHERE--?? DOES THE "WORLDWIDE DESTRUCTION--!!!" make it EASIER on "JERUSALEM - THE HOLY CITY - ANY EASIER ON THE CITY ITSELF?"
NO. Because it specifically says it will be "MORE TERRIBLE!" on the city itself AS WELL AS "THE WORLD!" STUDENTS OF THE BIBLE WILL RECOGNIZE THAT THIS IS "THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" which DO NOT COME - WHICH CANNOT COME - UNTIL PROBATION IS CLOSED OR OVER--!!!

WE WARN YOU - THAT THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED - !!!

THAT YOU WILL NOT STRAIGHTEN THIS JUMBLE OUT - UNLESS YOU GO BY THE ORIGINAL BOOKS AND THE "ORIGINAL BOOKS ONLY---!!!" IF YOU THINK IT DOES NOT MATTER - YOU ARE SUNK---!!!

FOR EXAMPLE - ORIGINAL 1884 GC 442 says "THE "CHURCH!" will be "DECEIVED--!!!" "AS THE CROWING ACT in the great drama of DECEPTION - "SATAN HIMSELF will AT-TEMPT to PERSONATE CHRIST!" 1884 GC 442. (THE NEXT PAGE SAYS:) "BUT-THE-PEOPLE-OF-GOD WILL NOT BE MIS-LEAD--!!!" 1884 GC 443. (HERE A CLEAR DISTINCTION IS MADE BETWEEN "CHURCH!" and "THE-PEOPLE-OF-GOD!" IF YOU "WATCH LIKE A HAWK-!!!" THIS DISTINCTION IS NOT SO CLEAR THROUGHOUT THE WRITINGS--!!!

FOR EXAMPLE - "SATAN. HIMSELF WILL ATTEMPT TO PERSONATE CHRIST!" ORIGINAL 1884 GC 442. JOHN NICOLICI POINTED OUT TO US IN "SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA!" THAT THE URIAH SMITH CULT CHANGED! THAT TO "SATAN HIMSELF WILL PERSONATE CHRIST!" YOUR GC 624.

NOW WE THINK THERE IS A SLIGHT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "ATTEMPTING!" TO DO IT AND "ACTUALLY DOING IT--!!!" THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 442 says it is a "COUNTERFEIT!" YOUR GC 624 says it is a "FACT--!!" (HE IS DOING IT--!!!) THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC SAYS "HE CANNOT DO IT--!!!" YOUR MESSED UP 1888 SAYS "HE IS DOING IT!" (NO DIFFERENCE?) As I told ONE MAN-WORSHIPPER: "IF IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE (THEIR CHANGING THE BOOKS!) "WHY NOT LEAVE THEM ALONE?"

[To be continued]
- 66 -
"...and saw that they were crumbling!!!"
EW 69.